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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
1.1 Brief
On behalf of Communities and Local Government and the Welsh Assembly
Government (WAG), the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) commissioned Entec UK
Ltd (Entec) to:
i.

review the operation of the development orders surrounding permitted
development rights for householders to install microgeneration equipment
within the curtilage of a dwelling house [specifically to review the provisions
of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order
1995 (SI 1995/418) as amended hereafter referred to as GPDO] and

ii. make recommendations for improving these development orders, their ease
of use and consistency of interpretation by all users.
The aim of the work is to remove regulatory barriers to the take-up of
microgeneration technologies so far as is consistent with the protection of
residential amenity. Using an ‘impacts based approach’ it will make detailed
recommendations as to how the GPDO should be amended. The work is
directly related to guidance in Planning Policy Statement 22 (PPS22) entitled
‘Renewable Energy’, which allows Local Planning Authorities (LPAs) to set
targets for on-site renewable energy and to the Climate Change & Sustainable
Energy Act 2006.
The review is limited to the application of the provisions of the GPDO to
England and Wales. The recommendations arising are intended to be in
sufficient detail to form the basis of instructions to draft an amendment to the
GPDO, but as far as possible should be free of legal and technical jargon. They
have regard to the wider Householder Development Consents Review (HDCR),
being taken forward by the same Steering Group and chaired by Katrine Sporle
of PINS.
The WAG is committed in its Environment Strategy (July 2006) to consider how
the installation of microgeneration can be encouraged through the planning
system and was therefore keen to participate in the study.

1.2 Focus & Control
This is in direct response to commitments made by the Government in its
support for the Climate Change and Sustainable Energy Act 2006 and the
primary focus relates to permitted development rights for the installation of
7
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microgeneration equipment within the curtilage of an individual dwellinghouse.
However consideration has also been given to the feasibility of extending the
scope of the categories of equipment that should be considered permitted
development to other residential buildings, namely converted or purpose-built
flats.
While the Government wants to encourage the widest possible take-up of
microgeneration equipment by removing unnecessary regulatory barriers, it is
concerned that the right levels of control are retained to protect the reasonable
interests of neighbours, the environment and the wider community. Therefore
this report includes consideration of impacts on amenity, visual appearance,
nuisance and the like.

1.3 Our Team
We have pulled together a team of planning, energy, design and other experts
and the core members are as follows:
James Hall
Project Director

Alastair Scott
Project Manager

David Maunder
Energy

Claire Coles
Planning

David Williams
Lan dscape

I. Hepplewhite
Noise &Vibration

1.4 Report Structure
This report is structured as follows:
1. Introduction
2. Current GPDO – Extent and Limitations
3. Key Drivers
4. Policy Context
5. Methodology
6. Discussion and Recommendations
6.1 Solar
6.2 Heat Pumps
6.3 Micro Wind

8

Clive Harridge
Reviewer

Matt Johns
Environmental

Richard Boud
Engineering

Introduction

6.4 Biomass
6.5 Micro CHP
6.6 Hydro
7. Summary and Conclusion
APPENDICES – see separate file (includes fuller technology descriptions at
Appendix 1).
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CHAPTER 2

Current GPDO – Extent and
Limitations
2.1 General
We fully appreciate that the current GPDO can be arbitrary in some respects
when setting out the limits for ‘permitted development’. A classic example is
proposals for solar panels. The current Development Control test relates to
whether the panel(s) project(s) significantly above the plane of a roof, but in
reality it often comes down to locally variable guidelines or even an individual
case officer’s opinion. The GPDO stipulations for household applications are
based on measurements (of volume, height and distance) which results in cases
whereby the amenity of residents in adjoining properties is significantly
impacted upon, while in other cases development requiring planning
permission may have minimal impacts (as borne out by Sparks and Jones in
their report). In our experience prior to commencing this project, the current
GPDO is regarded as too rigid by development control officers and does not
allow for local circumstances to be taken into account in the decision making
process. It was felt that an impacts based approach, in conjunction with local
circumstances by the use of Local Development Orders and design guidance for
specific equipment (e.g. roof mounted wind turbines) could and probably
would provide the flexibility required.
Clearer guidance to householders is needed with illustrations showing
acceptable and unacceptable positions of equipment on particular house types
(again Sparks and Jones identify typical house types in their report). An impacts
based approach for household development for microgeneration equipment
needs to be related to its context, size and position within a dwelling’s curtilage,
particularly its relationship to boundaries with adjoining properties. An impacts
based approach may also result in developments that were previously deemed
permitted development being unacceptable due to their impact on the
streetscene or within designated areas such as Greenbelt, AONBs and
Conservation Areas where strict controls may need to be retained, as concluded
by the Sparks and Jones report. This is all considered further below.

2.2 Section A: Extending or Adding to a House
It is important to understand the existing sections of the GPDO that are relevant
to microgeneration. Section A of the GPDO is relevant in that many of the
microgeneration technologies require additional internal space or small
buildings in the garden to house the equipment and/or fuel (that may well be
10
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less than 5 metres from the house) and hence volume allowances can be
important. Currently the greater of 50 or 70 m3 and 10% or 15% of the original
house is allowed dependent upon house type and location, providing it is not
over 4 metres high or within 2 metres of a boundary. Any terraced house or
house in a conservation area, National Park or AONB has the lower allowance of
50 m3.
It is also relevant in that it precludes the building of any addition nearer to any
highway (road, footpath, bridleway and byway) than the original house.
The aspects relating to the roof are also very relevant in that any works which
would make the house higher or would extend beyond the plane of any existing
roof slope (some solar panels) currently require a planning application, albeit
this can be a subjective judgement.

2.3 Section B: Buildings, other structures & fuel
storage
Section B is clearly relevant in that a number of the microgeneration
technologies require buildings and structures on the land around a house
(often more than 5 metres away) not least stand alone wind turbines or fuel
stores. These must not be more than 3 metres in height or 4 metres if it has a
ridged roof. In a conservation area, National Park or AONB only a volume of 10
m3 is allowed.
This section also makes allowances for a tank for the storage of domestic
heating oil and sets a limit of 3,500 litres, 3 metres above ground level and 20
metres from a highway. Currently an application is needed for LPG or any liquid
fuel other than oil. There is no reference to other fuel sources such as wood
pellets or similar at present.

2.4 Section F: Satellite Dishes, TV & Radio Aerials
Normal domestic TV and radio aerials do not normally need planning
permission (providing there are not more than 2 on the building and it is not
more than 60cm above the highest part of the roof or chimney stack), but
sometimes satellite dishes do (the cubic capacity of each individual antenna
should not be more than 35 litres). It is important to compare those restrictions
or parameters to any suggested for microgeneration equipment eg. pole or
building mounted wind turbines, their height and swept area.

2.5 Section I: Flats
Flats currently have very limited permitted development rights and in certain
circumstances satellite dishes also require planning applications. Freeholders or
leaseholders need to apply for planning permission to build an extension, an
outbuilding such as a garage, shed or greenhouse, as well as for any other work
which would materially alter the appearance of the building. They also need to
11
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apply for planning permission to create a hard surface such as a patio. This
would currently rule out most or all of the microgeneration technologies that
involve external works.
For the purposes of this project, it is important to distinguish between
conversions of large houses and bespoke blocks of flats. The former are more
akin to houses (if have 8 rooms or less) and so should not necessarily have
more relaxed permitted development rights.

2.6 Article 4 Direction, Conservation Area & Listed
Building
Occasionally there is a need to apply for planning permission for some of these
works because the council has made an Article 4 Direction withdrawing
permitted development rights (eg in a conservation area). In a conservation
area, you need planning permission for changes to buildings which would
normally be permitted. Changes requiring consent include cladding a building,
inserting dormer windows, or putting up a satellite dish visible from the street.
If the building is listed then the applicant will need listed building consent for
any significant works whether internal or external.

2.7 Local Development Orders
The new Local Development Frameworks may also contain Local Development
Orders and Simplified Planning Zones. A Local Development Order is made by a
planning authority in order to extend permitted rights for certain forms of
development, with regard to a relevant local development document.

2.8 Guidance (on the Planning Portal)
The Planning Portal currently provides on-line guidance and advice in respect of
what requires planning permission and what does not. This is complemented by
recommendations regarding siting, installation and maintenance that are
relevant to this project, such as this for antennae:“Choosing Suppliers and Installers
Suppliers and installers should be familiar with the planning and
environmental aspects of installation.
We strongly advise you to get your antenna equipment from a reputable
supplier, such as members of the Radio, Electrical and Television Retailers’
Association (RETRA), other established companies or, where appropriate, from
the broadcaster.

12
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We also advise you to use installers who are members of the Confederation of
Aerial Industries Limited (CAI) or other professionally qualified installers who
follow an appropriate Code of Practice in line with this Planning Guide.
Reputable installers should have agreed standards for their work, in some
cases guaranteed by their company; they should also be covered by public
liability and employer’s liability insurance.”
The relevant checklist adds:
“Try to place the antenna where it will be:

• inconspicuous and, if possible, where it will not be seen by neighbours or
the general public;

• unseen from the front of the house (preferably); and
• blending in with the chosen background.
Respect the environment. The cheapest option may not always be the most
appropriate one for you or the environment.”

13

CHAPTER 3

Introduction to Drivers,
Technologies and Household
Consumption
Until recent times, only the most fervent environmentalists knew much about
where the energy we use in our homes comes from. This, however, is changing.
Our society’s use of energy is now a high profile issue, due mainly to the three
key themes of climate change, energy supply security and price. We briefly
address each in turn below.

3.1 Climate Change
The causes behind increasing global temperatures are still being debated but
leading scientists are coming to the consensus that man-made activities are at
least partly if not entirely to blame. In 2004 the Government’s chief scientific
advisor Sir David King stated that global warming is a greater threat to the world
than global terrorism. It is statements like this from leading scientists that are
adding weight to the scientific argument that climate change is driven and
accelerated by the emission of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide and
methane, which is often a consequence of our use of fossil fuels. The effects of
increasing global average temperatures could be catastrophic on both a
humanitarian and economic level. Rising sea levels and chaotic weather patterns
could cause large scale flooding and rising temperatures could lead to droughts
and crop failure.

3.2 Energy Supply Security
In the UK, we are on the verge of becoming a net importer of natural gas as our
own North Sea reserves decline. This strategic position was put into sharp focus
over the 2005/6 winter through a combination of a political dispute between
Russia and the Ukraine, which had the effect of disrupting gas supplies into
parts of Europe, and of the imperfect workings of the European gas market.
There is now widespread recognition in society that we need to secure our
energy supplies in a world where energy use is increasing and proven fossil fuel
reserves are diminishing. Fossil fuels and mineral fuels also come from
increasingly unstable regions of the world and as energy resources become
scarce this will also increase the cost of energy and instability of obtaining these
resources.
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3.3 Price of Energy
As a consequence of a wide range of factors, including the imperfect market and
supply disruptions, all energy consumers in the UK have seen very substantial
price increases and instability in the last year. For instance, the natural gas
wholesale prices experienced in the UK over the winter of 2005/06 ranged from
below 50p/therm to above 200p/therm. This clearly has implications for UK
industries that rely on a stable and affordable natural gas supply, and on
household consumers who now find that an increasing proportion of their
household income is going towards keeping warm.
Because of these three key themes, most households in the UK now have some
understanding of the costs of using energy, in both economic and
environmental terms. One of the ways in which theses costs can be reduced is
with the use of ‘micro-generation’ technologies in which householders produce
their own heat or electricity from highly efficient or renewable energy sources.
These technologies are seen by many as being able to make a meaningful
impact on reducing pollution and providing secure and sustainable energy at an
acceptable cost.

3.4 What is Micro-generation?
Micro-generation technologies can be split into two main categories. There are
the technologies that generate electricity or heat from a renewable energy
resource (such as wind or solar energy) and the technologies that can enhance
the efficiency of energy generation and can generate close to the consumer. The
Energy Act 20041 defines ‘micro-generation’ as being the generation of
electricity or the production of heat in any plant that relies wholly or mainly on
a source of energy or a technology listed below, and the capacity of which is less
than 45 kilowatts (kW) of heat or 50kW of electricity:
Biomass
Biofuels
Fuel cells
Photovoltaics
Water (including waves and tides)
Wind
Solar power
Geothermal sources
Combined heat and power sources
1

Energy Act 2004, Part 2, Chapter 1, Clauses 82(6), (7) and (8).
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Other sources of energy and technologies for the generation of electricity or
the production of heat, the use of which would, in the opinion of the Secretary
of State, cut emissions of greenhouse gases in Great Britain.
These output levels (45kW of heat and 50kW of electricity) are, in fact, relatively
high compared with the energy needs of a ‘typical’ household.

3.5 Household Consumption of Energy
3.5.1

MEASURING OUR USE OF ENERGY
When looking at what is can be considered to be a ‘reasonable’ scale for a
microgeneration device, it is important to discuss the context for these devices
in terms of how we use energy in our houses and how much energy we
consume.
We use two main forms of energy in our homes – electricity and heat.

• We use heat to warm the house to keep us comfortable, to provide us with
hot water, and sometimes to cook with. For most of us, we get our heat
from a boiler, usually fuelled by natural gas or oil.

• We use electricity to provide us with light, and to run all of our electrical

appliances in the house. Appliances range from the big items such as
electric cookers, fridges, freezers, dish washers and washing machines,
through to the small items such as radios, phone chargers, and alarm
clocks. Again, for most of us, we have a cable connected to the local
electricity distribution network, through which we receive our electricity
from a supply company.

Our consumption of energy changes through the day and varies with the
seasons. Our demand for heat in the winter is, not surprisingly, much more than
it is in the summer. Our demand of electricity is often highest in the morning
and in the evening when we are at home and are busy cooking, doing the
washing, or making cups of tea.
Every house is different – a modern well-insulated house using state-of-the-art
energy efficiency measures will have a much lower energy demand than an old
house with draughty doors, no loft insulation and single-glazed windows. The
annual energy demand of a very large family is likely to be greater than for a
one-person household.
What’s more, as a society our household energy demand is changing. Whilst
improving insulation might be reducing our consumption of fuel for the
production of heat, as we get more and more electrical gadgets, our
consumption of electricity is tending to go up.
Energy is measured in units called ‘joules’ (or in multiples such as kilojoules – a
thousand joules, megajoules – a million joules, gigajoules – a billion joules).
Power is measured in units called ‘watts’ (or kilowatts or megawatts) and is the
16
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rate at which energy is consumed. At a household scale, just to make the
numbers manageable, we usually talk about kilowatts (kW for short). A 2kW
electric kettle consumes energy at a rate of 2 kilojoules every second. If the
kettle is on for two minutes (120 seconds), it will have consumed 240 kilojoules
whilst it has been switched on.
Just to confuse things, another unit of energy is the ‘kilowatt-hour’ (or kWh for
short). When we look at our electricity or gas bills, and we talk about how many
‘units’ we have used, we are actually talking about kWhs. Just to give a sense of
scale, one kWh is the amount of energy consumed by a one-kilowatt electric
heater that has been left on for one hour. If a kettle with a power rating of 2kW
is used for, say, 15 minutes in total during a day, it will have consumed 0.5kWh
of electricity during that day. And as a final example, if a 3kW gas boiler is
burning gas for two hours during a day, it will have consumed 6kWh of gas. One
kWh equals 3600 kilojoules.

3.5.2

CONSUMPTION
There are extensive sets of data relating to how energy is used in our homes,
broken down by types of property and broken down into different forms of
energy.2 From these data, and despite the wide range of energy consumption
patterns that exist in our housing stock, we can draw the following conclusions
about our use of energy in housing (2004 data):
The average total energy consumption per household is around 22,000
kWh per year (from Table 68 of reference 2 – see footnote above). About 60%
of this energy is used for space heating, 24% for producing hot water, 3% for
cooking, and 13% for electrical appliances and lighting.
On average over the total UK housing stock, 71.9% of our energy comes from
gas, 20.5% of our energy comes from electricity, 5.0% of our energy comes from
oil, and 2.6% of our energy comes from solid fuel (from Table 73 of reference 2
– see footnote).
From these data, we can therefore say the following (with the cautious use of
the word ‘average’):
In an ‘average’ house, about 4500 kWh of electricity is used each year.
An ‘average’ house uses about 13000 kWh of energy for space heating
each year.
An ‘average’ house uses about 5000 kWh of energy to produce hot
water each year.

2

“Domestic Energy Factfile (2006)”, BRE. http://projects.bre.co.uk/factfile/TenureFactFile2006.pdf
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3.5.3

MEETING THE NEED
In thinking about the scale of microgeneration devices, therefore, we consider a
‘reasonable’ sized household device would make a significant contribution to
meeting this kind of annual energy demand, whether it is an electricityproducing technology or one that produces heat.
Between 10 and 50% of a households electricity needs could be met by one of
either solar PV, micro wind or micro CHP. It may be sensible to assume that a
household could get perhaps half of its electricity needs from a combination of
devices that might include, say, a PV array and a wind turbine.
Heat pumps (especially ground and water source), biomass and micro CHP
could meet all of a households heating and hot water requirements, whilst solar
hot water could provide between 40-60% of hot water needs.
This is discussed further in the Annex to this report – “How Much Energy Could
a Permitted Development Device Deliver?”

18

CHAPTER 4

Policy Context
4.1 Energy Sector Policy Instruments
There are a number of key policy instruments and documents that relate to the
work described in this report. At a strategic level, the recently published Climate
Change Programme3 sets out the direction of government policy in a wide range
of sectors relating to the challenge of climate change. Specifically in the energy
sector, the outcome of the Government’s Energy Review4 describes the
direction of its future energy policy. These two documents establish the overall
policy context for the uptake of renewable energy and energy efficiency
technologies in the UK, including those associated with micro-generation.
At a more detailed level, a recent private member’s bill sponsored by MP Mark
Lazarowicz, was enacted by Parliament on 21 June 2006 and has become the
Climate Change and Sustainable Energy Act 2006. The principal purpose of this
Act is to enhance the UK’s contribution to combating climate change. Amongst
other things, it focuses strongly on encouraging the uptake of micro-generation
and household energy efficiency. Measures include:

• the requirement for Government to establish and reach targets for the
uptake of micro-generation;

• the granting of powers to the Secretary of State to alter electricity

distribution or supply licences to enable greater penetration of microgeneration of electricity; and, of most relevance to this report

• the requirement for Government to undertake a review of permitted
development orders as they may relate to the installation of microgeneration in England and Wales.

The work described in this report is a direct contribution to the requirements of
this Act.

4.2 PPS22 Renewable Energy
Planning Policy Statement 22 Renewable Energy has established that local
authorities may set targets for on-site renewable energy in residential,
commercial or industrial projects. It is also provided that “local authorities and

3

“Climate Change, the UK Programme 2006. Tomorrow’s Climate, Today’s Challenge”. DEFRA, March
2006.

4

“The Energy Challenge” DTI, July 2006.
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developers should consider the opportunity for incorporating renewable
energy in all new developments” and that “local authorities should specifically
encourage such schemes through positively expressed policies in local
development documents.”

4.3 Welsh Policy & Strategy
There is no requirement in Wales arising from the Climate Change and
Sustainable Energy Act 2006. Nonetheless, encouraging greater development
and uptake of microgeneration in Wales is a key element of the Assembly
Government’s Sustainable Development action plan and this is reflected in
various current and emerging policy documents and initiatives. In particular, the
Assembly Government is preparing a Microgeneration Action Plan aimed at
significantly increasing the installation of effective, reliable, affordable and
attractive microgeneration systems for the production of heat and/or electricity
in Wales.
Welsh National planning policy, contained in MIPPS Renewable Energy and TAN
8 Renewable Energy, provides a positive planning framework for enhancing the
diversity of renewable energy supply by asking local planning authorities to
make positive provision for all forms of renewable energy development. The
recently published Environment Strategy includes a commitment to consider
how the installation of microgeneration can be encouraged through the
planning system.

4.4 Development Plan Policy
In preparing our methodology and selecting case study local authorities (see 5
below) we had regard to the list, prepared by the London Borough of Merton,
of local authorities potentially adopting prescriptive renewable energy policies
in their local plan early in 2006. The theory was that authorities with such
policies probably had relevant applications to review. This was supplemented by
our own research and advice from the steering group.
Merton themselves are well known for seeking 10% of energy from renewable
sources in new developments above a threshold of 1,000 m2 and so were
chosen as a case study. It transpired that in the period between June 2003 and
June 2006 they received just 4 applications which contained some element of
micro-scale renewable energy generation. Planning Policy is contained in the
Merton Borough Council Unitary Development Plan adopted in October 2003
and Policy PE.13: Energy Efficient Design and Use of Materials is the policy most
relevant to renewable energy, but relates to non-residential developments
(those outside the C use class). Merton anticipates that in the future, the policy
will be extended to cover all development in Merton therefore it will include
residential.
We are aware that some authorities do have policies that relate to ‘retrofit’ of
microgeneration equipment at the domestic level and have been tested on
applications. A good example is Kirklees UDP (1991) whose wind and solar
power policies state:
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“Small Turbines
5.16

Small wind turbines are relatively inconspicuous, have low noise
levels and will not create a prominent feature in the landscape.
Proposals will require individual assessment, but to minimise the
likelihood of noise being a source of disturbance to occupiers of
adjacent land, a separation distance of approximately 5 times the
tower height between the turbine and neighbouring occupied
buildings will normally be required.

EP7

SMALL WIND TURBINES WILL BE PERMITTED PROVIDED THERE
WILL BE NO SERIOUS ADVERSE EFFECT ON OCCUPIERS OF
ADJOINING LAND OR ON ANY CONSERVATION AREA OR LISTED
BUILDING.

Solar Power
5.23

Solar power could provide a significant long term contribution to
energy needs. As yet, the technology limits the application of this
source of energy so that it cannot be a contributor to the national
grid and is only available to individual householders or businesses
as a supplement to other energy sources. External fixtures needed
to collect solar power are limited to flat black panels which are
often fixed to roofs, causing minimal visual impact. Their effect on
historic buildings, or conservation areas, will however, need to be
carefully and sensitively controlled.

EP9

WHERE PLANNING PERMISSION IS REQUIRED FOR PROPOSALS TO
UTILISE SOLAR ENERGY, APPLICATIONS WILL BE CONSIDERED
TAKING ACCOUNT OF THE VISUAL EFFECT OF THE STRUCTURES
PROPOSED, AND THE NEED TO PROTECT LISTED BUILDINGS AND
PRESERVE CONSERVATION AREAS.”

These policies may well need updating to reflect more modern technologies

4.5 Designations and Listings
4.5.1

NATIONAL PARK/AREA OF OUTSTANDING NATIONAL BEAUTY
There are 12 National Parks in England and Wales as follows:

• England – Broads, Dartmoor, Exmoor, Lake District, New Forest,

Northumberland, North York Moors, Peak District and the Yorkshire Dales.

• Wales – Brecon Beacons, Pembrokeshire Coast and Snowdonia
There are many more Areas of Outstanding National Beauty (AONB’s), now
afforded the same planning policy status. National Parks aim to:

• conserve and enhance the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage; and
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• promote opportunities for the understanding and enjoyment of the special
qualities of National Parks by the public.

If there is a conflict between these two purposes, conservation takes priority. In
carrying out these aims, National Park Authorities are also required to seek to
foster the economic and social well being of local communities. This balance is
particularly relevant to microgeneration where a householder may be
introducing a new sustainable and potentially cheaper source of power, but the
proposal may have other impacts such as visual or noise.

4.5.2

CONSERVATION AREA
Section 69 of the Civic Amenities Act 1967 gives local councils the power to
designate as Conservation Areas, “areas of special architectural or historic
interest, the character or appearance of which it is desirable to preserve or
enhance”. Designation gives control over the demolition of buildings and
provides the basis for policies designed to preserve or enhance all the aspects of
character or appearance that define an area’s special interest. Conservation
areas give broader protection than listing individual buildings: all the features,
listed or otherwise, within the area, are recognised as part of its character. This
has to be taken into account when considering proposals for microgeneration
equipment.

4.5.3

ARCHAEOLOGICALLY SENSITIVE AREAS
Development located in the vicinity of large complexes of sites or monuments
of archaeological interest can be considered to be in Archaeologically Sensitive
Areas. PPG 16 recommends that a qualified archaeologist should prepare an
archaeological assessment for each development site in a zone of archaeological
potential and in proximity to recorded monuments. The assessment should be
made as part of the planning submission; very often it is either made a
condition of planning approval for development in archaeologically sensitive
areas in any case, or it may be requested as additional information after a
planning submission has been lodged and before a planning decision. Clearly in
the case of permitted development then guidance may be required.

4.5.4

SITE OF SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC INTEREST
There are over 4,000 Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) in England,
covering around 7% of the country’s land area. Over half of these sites, by area,
are internationally important for their wildlife, and designated as Special Areas
of Conservation (SACs), Special Protection Areas (SPAs) or Ramsar sites. Many
SSSIs are also National Nature Reserves (NNRs) or Local Nature Reserves
(LNRs).
SSSIs are the country’s very best wildlife and geological sites. They include
some of our most spectacular and beautiful habitats – large wetlands teeming
with waders and waterfowl, winding chalk rivers, gorse and heather-clad
heathlands, flower-rich meadows, windswept shingle beaches and remote
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uplands moorland and peat bog. It is essential to conserve the special wildlife
and geological features of SSSIs and any proposals for microgeneration
equipment in or close to such sites must take this into account.

4.5.5

LISTED BUILDINGS
Listed buildings are buildings included on the statutory lists of buildings of
‘special architectural or historic interest’ compiled by the Secretary of State for
Culture, Media and Sport. Buildings can be listed because of age, rarity,
architectural merit, and method of construction. Occasionally English Heritage
selects a building because the building has played a part in the life of a famous
person, or as the scene for an important event. An interesting group of
buildings – such as a model village or a square – may also be listed. Listing
ensures that the architectural and historic interest of the building is carefully
considered before any alterations, either outside or inside, are agreed. Clearly
proposals for microgeneration equipment have to be carefully considered in
this context.
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CHAPTER 5

Methodology
We have adopted a 4 stage approach to undertaking this review:

5.1 Stage 1
There were 5 main tasks within Stage 1 as follows:

• Inception meeting to discuss methodology and other aspects of the brief
such as identifying relevant stakeholder groups. The latter will include
relevant professional bodies, trade associations (such as the Renewable
Energy Association), supplier/developers of technology, as well as LAs.

• Timetable two progress meetings with the Steering Group.
• Review the relevant sections of the Householder Development Consents
Review by Sparks and Jones report for the wider review of permitted
development right for householders to provide a model.

• The material planning issues and potential impacts relating to

microgeneration equipment were scoped and identified from various
sources and through discussions but are briefly summarised as follows:
(i) Technical Characteristics
(ii) Local Authority case studies and related consultation; seven case study
Local Authorities were identified from twenty five Local Authorities and
National Park Authorities contacted. These were:

• Guildford Borough Council
• Merton Borough Council
• North Devon District Council
• Derbyshire Dales District Council
• Northumberland National Park Authority
• Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Authority
• Powys County Council (Radnorshire)
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Five others were identified as having received planning applications
with issues which were considered useful cases and worthy of reporting
(iii) Stakeholder consultation with industry members; environmental
organisations and professional bodies through organised workshops
(iv) Microgeneration industry and their customers – feedback via
questionnaires. 22 questionnaires were received.

• Report findings of the stakeholder engagement to the 1st progress meeting
with the Steering Group and agree Stage 2 content.

5.2 Stage 2a
Stage 2a focussed upon the assimilation of the issues identified from
stakeholder meetings/workshops to undertake the process for considering
amendments to the GPDO. The aim is to determine what types of
microgeneration equipment (detailed above at 4) should ideally (in their
collective view) be permitted development and those that should not in liaison
with the DCLG legal team who will draft an amendment to the GPDO.

5.3 Stage 2b
Stage 2b comprised four main tasks as follows:

• Focus on gaining better understanding of the range of microgeneration

equipment being applied for across the country and, through 25 small case
studies of enquiries/applications lodged with the LAs, identify their actual
and/or potential impacts on adjoining properties and the wider streetscene,
as well as indicative costs and time delays incurred.

• Develop evidence of the nature of microgeneration equipment and the

impact it may have according to the type and character of the
dwellinghouse involved as well as the energy demand pattern of the
occupiers. In other words the analysis should be based upon a range of
different housing typologies representative of and accounting for the
majority of the country’s housing stock (cross refer Sparks and Jones who
identify typical house types in their report). The selected typologies will
need to be identified in the review and agreed for future GPDO use by
planning officers in local authorities. The issues and level of impact that
microgeneration equipment can have is likely to vary according to the
house type. The house types looked at were:
1. Detached
2. Semi detached
3. Terraced
4. Flats/High density
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• Consideration will also be given to variations in the environmental and

historical context in which these technologies are placed. The following
categories were identified for further consideration:
5. Landscaped based designations – National Parks & AONBs
6. Ecological designations e.g. SSSIs
7. Archaeological Sensitive Areas
8. Conservation Areas
9. Listed Buildings

From the Local Authority case studies and consultation with stakeholders, this
report considers Green Belts in a more general context rather than as
landscapes which necessitate special attention in context of the GPDO, as
AONBs and National Parks do. Green Belt designations resulted from the need
to prevent towns and cities merging into one another (anti-coalescence), and
were not based on the countryside being particularly sensitive or
visually/historically special.

• Test the initial ideas by working with in-house energy, urban design,

landscape, and engineering support, to gauge impacts and prepare
scenarios for perhaps 8-10 typical proposals, e.g. a wind turbine on semidetached house, solar panels on a terraced house both within and outside a
conservation area, and a biomass storage facility attached to a detached
house with a chimney or flue.

An ‘Impacts Based Approach’ has been adopted for this study. This approach
was introduced in the wider Householder Consents Review (January 2006) and
identified four distinct levels of impact which are as follows:
(i) Level 1 – impacts only affect the host property and the living conditions of
the occupants of the host property
(ii) Level 2 – impact on the living conditions of people in immediately
adjoining properties e.g. overshadowing
(iii) Level 3 – impacts affect the character and appearance of the streetscene
and may be of concern to a wider group of neighbours
(iv)Level 4 – impact affects interests of importance beyond the immediate
street scene and concern the community as a whole. These may include
the protection of Conservation Areas and AONBs and the integrity of listed
buildings. They may also include ‘cumulative’ impacts where an individual
proposal may be relatively inconsequential, but a large number of similar
proposals could have far reaching effects.
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This impacts based approach provides a framework for considering the different
types of equipment and describing the various levels of impacts associated with
each.

5.4 Stage 2c
Stage 2c involved the presentation of the findings and a report of the
recommended approach to revise the GPDO to the Steering Group and other
selected stakeholders at the second progress meeting (following a site visit).

5.5 Stage 3
Stage 3 had three main aspects as follows:

• Assess with key stakeholders (who participated) the emerging

recommendations for removing barriers to the acceptance and adoption of
microgeneration equipment by households and also assess the
recommendations by the tests identified in the Statement of Requirements
for the review (page 6, paragraph 33).

• Review of draft report by internal reviewers and then client.
• Submission of final report and recommendations to the Steering Group
accompanied by Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA).

5.6 Stage 4
Stage 4 concentrated upon the presentation of the report in a Plain English
format

• Use all of the above to prepare Plain English summary and content for

Planning Portal and or web based link including use of prepared graphics
and schematics.

• Liaise over roll-out of report conclusions.
5.7 Outputs
We agreed the outputs required and they are set out below:

• Main Report;
• Plain English Guide and E-Planning tools (i.e. text for Planning Portal);
• Regulatory Impact Assessment & Racial Equality Impact Assessment;
• Reports to Steering Group/Interim Reports;
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5.8 Regulatory Impact Assessment
A partial regulatory impact assessment has been undertaken to highlight the
costs and benefits associated with the proposals/guidance. The RIA is described
as a ‘partial’ RIA as limited specific details of recommendations are available and
no consultation has been undertaken. More specifically the RIA deals with the
purpose and intended effect of proposals, the options considered, the costs and
benefits (both monetary and non-monetary) of the options a review of the
impact of proposals on small businesses, competition and a review of
enforcement, sanctions and monitoring. This follows government guidance on
the preparation of RIAs.
The RIA undertaken shows that the number of applications received per annum
by Local Authorities for microgeneration equipment (in England and Wales) is
low. In all 25 Local Authorities and National Parks were contacted in order to
discover the sorts of numbers of applications for microgeneration equipment
that are received by LAs per annum. The majority of LAs contacted receive very
few (0-10 per annum) with the most common, solar technologies varying in the
number, ranging between 0-4 per annum and for micro wind turbines 0-3. No
planning applications for the other microgeneration technologies emerged
from the Local Authorities that were contacted.
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CHAPTER 6

Discussion & Recommendations
6.1 Solar
6.1.1

POTENTIAL
This is by far the most common form of microgeneration equipment currently
in operation in England and Wales. In the short-term it is therefore the most
likely to benefit from a relaxation in permitted development rights and would
have the greatest positive impact in terms of increasing uptake and hence
reducing carbon emissions.
A suitably sized solar water heating system will typically provide 50% of a
household’s hot water needs over the year. The systems can usually provide all
the hot water needs over the summer months and requires back up from
conventional heating methods at other times. In terms of Photovoltaic (PV), the
Energy Savings Trust advises that a typical domestic PV system will have a peak
electrical output (measured in kWp) of around 1.5 to 2.0kWp to make a
reasonable contribution to the electricity demand of a household (see section
3.5 for discussion). While it is far more common to have a fixed mounting,
tracking mechanisms can improve energy generation by up to 30%.

6.1.2

TYPES AND SIZES

Figure 6.1 Installation of PV Panels (12) and Hot Water Panels (2) on a Domestic Roof
(Source: Chelsfield Solar)
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Solar panels are the most common method of using PV in buildings. The panels
can vary in size depending on the power output required. Most commonly, the
panels can be simply bolted onto the existing roof structure. Alternatively, they
can be embedded into the roof structure which will minimise the roof profile of
the system. For a typical installation, a PV panel is around 60mm thick. If solar
panels are incorporated into the roof structure then it is important to ensure
the integrity of weatherproofing is maintained. It is also important to keep the
panels well ventilated as if PV cells are overheated then the performance of the
system will be reduced. This may necessitate the leaving of a suitable gap
between the panel and the existing roof material.
As an alternative to panels, PV cells can be built into tiles that fit with existing
roof tiles; this allows PV to blend in with the existing building and reduces the
visual impact of the system. PV tiles come in a range of standard sizes to enable
retrofitting of roofs.
PV modules are available in a variety of colours and finishes depending on the
type of semiconductor and coatings that have been applied during manufacture.
PV modules tend to be dark non-reflective colours ranging from dark blue to
black.
For certain installations it may be desirable to mount the solar system on a
structure or frame that may ‘track’ the sun. This may be most applicable to
households where a suitable south facing sloping roof is not available.

Figure 6.2 Solar PV Tracking (Source: Solar Trackers)
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The types of solar hot water system range in complexity from simple plastic
tubing on a roof for heating swimming pools to advanced evacuated tube
collectors which can offer improved performance in cloudy conditions. For a
typical installation, the surface of the hot water panel is around 100mm above
the roof line (or proud of the wall).
Typical Solar Water Devices
Type of SWH Device

Approximate Area (m2)

Flat Plate Collector

0.8 to 9.0

Evacuated Tube

1.2 to 3.0

We believe that parameters can be set that apply to both PV and Hot Water
solutions. The collated evidence and issues are further explored below in this
context.

6.1.3

CURRENT SITUATION – EVIDENCE & VIEWS
Workshops & Correspondence
We set out below a number of the points made that are relevant to solar and the
setting of parameters to permitted development:

• The point was made that refusals for solar panels are rare and that 90% of

water heating systems are considered permitted development, as are 50% of
PV installations (Source: Chelsfield Solar and Renewable Energy
Association).

• Request came from English Heritage, National Trust and Royal Town

Planning Institute (RTPI) that permitted development rights should not be
relaxed in Conservation Areas. (PD only acceptable on rear and not
principal elevation in certain cases). No relaxation of permitted
development on Listed Building as would impact on the historical
character of building.

• Permitted development should not be relaxed in National Parks and
AONBs (National Parks Association and National Trust)

• It was suggested by Buildings Research Establishment (BRE) that the ‘stand
off ’ distance from the slope of the roof should be no more than 300mm
on the rear roof slope/elevation (if not the principal roof slope/elevation)
and 100mm on the front roof slope/elevation (if it is the principal
roofslope/elevation). This can impact on the shape of the roof (RTPI)

• RTPI commented that in allowing permitted development for certain

technologies that it needed to be explained to householders through
guidance that they had responsibilities to install the equipment properly
and consult with their Local Planning Authority about their proposals (prior
notification)
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Local Authority Case Studies & Questionnaires
The response from the majority of Local Authorities contacted was that they had
not received a large numbers of microgeneration applications, and if they did, it
was mainly for Solar PV and Solar Water Heating systems.
There is clearly confusion and inconsistency as to whether solar proposals are
permitted development. When applications are sought a high proportion of
them are approved (in respect of the Local Authorities studied) but the National
Parks appear to scrutinise their applications in more depth. In virtually all cases
the two critical issues were:

• Impact on visual amenity – whether related to views from public road or
adjoining nearby properties and their visual amenity;

• Impact on character – whether it was character of the dwelling, character of
the surrounding area or its setting.

Of note Guildford Borough Council has sought to clarify matters in respect of
solar and published guidance for renewable energy technologies within the
borough which reads:
“Solar Power
Solar panels can be obtained which produce hot water (thermal) or
electricity (PV). Either type may require planning permission (pp),
although there is now permitted development on some solar panels which
protrude from the roof by less than 120mm, or cover a relatively small
portion of any roof space. Installations on listed buildings or in
conservation areas will almost certainly require pp.”
The respondents to the questionnaire considered that the Local Authority
planners they dealt with did not have very much knowledge about the
technologies and the respondents suggest that more guidance is required for
householder and planners. Also more positive policies (in Local Plans/Local
Development Frameworks) for these technologies are required.
Two respondents had received negative feedback from their neighbours based
on visual impact but in both cases concern lessened over time and one became
positive. One respondent received positive feedback from the start and their
neighbour was keen to install a similar system if they could afford it. The other
three respondents did not discuss it with the neighbours, but have not received
negative feedback since the installation.

6.1.4

ISSUES
General
From a planning perspective, Solar Water Heating and PV systems were
identified as sharing many characteristics that could have a potential planning
impact. Solar water heating systems have one additional characteristic over PV
and that is the potential for noise from pumps. In consultation with a wide
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range of stakeholders and Local Authority planning departments, the following
issues emerged as being the most significant:

• Visual impact (including glare/reflection and colour)
• Mounting structure
• Shading of adjacent property
• Mass of systems
• Electrical safety
• Access for maintenance
And for solar water heating systems only:

• Noise from pumping systems
Main Impact
It became apparent from the consultation undertaken that visual and
landscape/townscape impact is the overriding planning issue relating to Solar
Hot Water and PV appliances. This impact can vary in degree and significance
depending on the following:

• Projection above the roof;
• Positioning and coverage on the roof/walls,
• Cumulative impact.
In respect of stand alone equipment, distance to neighbouring
properties and overshading also needs to be considered. There are no other
significant planning issues that have emerged about these technologies from
our own experience, the case study evidence and stakeholder consultation.
Other issues such as noise from pumping systems seem to have had no real
bearing on the outcome of the planning decisions.
Drawing on Evidence – Roof Mounted
Guildford Borough Council currently consider solar panels on the roofs of any
building, where they are permanently fixed, that project above 120mm can
materially affect the external appearance of a building; consequently, where
solar panels protrude above the roof slope by more than 120mm or cover an
area having a material effect on the appearance of the roof, planning permission
is currently required. This seems a reasonable (medium risk) stance to us and
our landscape architect concurs with the views on appearance of the roof. The
steering group site visit to a property in south London is relevant where a solar
installation (albeit a now relatively ‘old’ demonstration project) was said to
project 150mm above the roof plane. If such installations are to be
accommodated a figure of 150mm should be adopted. A significantly higher
figure of up to 300mm (BRE suggestion) would not in our view be acceptable as
a threshold for PD given the likely visual and townscape impact.
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If conversely consideration is given to the setting of a lower figure of perhaps
80-90mm (ie less installations would be deemed PD), then this would certainly
minimise visual and streetscape impacts and encourage the use and
development of technologies. This level is supported by North Devon Council
who have dealt with a number of proposals. However we have noted the need
for spacing between the roof materials (tiles etc) and the solar panels to provide
the necessary cooling effect (in the case of photovoltaic applications), so this
may be unduly onerous.
In terms of coverage on occasion this can be an issue as demonstrated by the
case study results. The coverage (size) of panels ranged from 1.3m2
(Pembrokeshire Coast National Park Auth App No. APP/L9503/A/04/1139683),
but went up to 86 m2 for photovoltaic panels (Pembrokeshire Coast National
Park Auth App No; NP/04/217 Whitesands Bay Hotel St Davids). The Guilford
SPD also looks at the amount of roof coverage which can also have a material
effect. It is considered that more than 50% coverage of a roof would materially
affect its appearance and therefore should require a planning application.
This leads onto the issue of cumulative impact. The consequence of the
relaxation/clarification of solar PD rights could be the introduction of solar
panels on every dwelling which, whilst meeting the sustainable energy agenda,
would change the visual appearance and character of townscapes and in
sensitive landscapes. However, the likely visual and character effects of solar
panels are still likely to be considered acceptable in most locations.
In terms of protected areas, Derbyshire Dales District Council advise that they
require planning applications for solar panels and photovoltaics due to the
sensitivity of the landscape of the District (WHS, Conservation Areas, etc).
However where the panels are to be fitted flush with the roof and it is not in a
designated area or a Listed building that could potentially be PD in their view
(and by inference or their lack of complaint acceptable). Once again our
landscape architect came to a similar conclusion in terms of the sensitivity of
protected areas. However taking a balanced view, given the clear benefits and
scope of solar energy, it is the principal (normally front) elevation that is of most
concern, especially if panels are allowed to protrude higher than recommended
or have greater coverage.
Northumberland National Park feel that due to the properties being within the
sensitive landscape of a National Park, all roof mounted panels should be
required to be subject to an application due to their potential impact in the
landscape. Once again Entec tend to agree, but only in respect of the principal
elevation. In other words even in protected areas PD rights could potentially be
extended.
An alternative would be to have a reduced allowance for projection above the
roof plane either on all or principal elevations in protected areas. A figure of
91mm was shown to be acceptable on a principal elevation from an appeal
decision in Pembrokeshire National Park (APP/L9503/A/04/1139683) and the
Inspector noted it was less than a Velux-type roof light.
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Drawing on Evidence – Stand Alone & Trackers
For stand alone solar solutions or tracking devices on a structure or frame
then there is a need to consider distances to the neighbours boundary and also
height. Perhaps the best guide is the existing GPDO which allows up to 4 metres
to the ridge line or 3 metres to wall height for a building within the garden or
curtilage. Anything within 2 metres of the boundary currently could mean a
planning application is required, but given the nature of these proposals
(including shading discussed below) this figure needs to be increased to
between 3 and 5 metres.
In certain circumstances a solar system can cause shading of neighbouring
properties. This will be an issue particularly in densely built up areas at certain
times of the year when the sun is low in the sky. The effects of this shading will
vary for each case but can be calculated before a system is installed to keep the
loss of amenity to a minimum. This shading issue will generally affect only
systems mounted on flat roofs that have a mounting superstructure and change
existing roof profiles. By restricting the overall height to 3-4 metres this should
prevent serious shading issues into the future but ought to be supported by
clear guidance on installation and siting.
Concluding the Evidence
There is little evidence of likely demonstrable harm being caused by solar
equipment, other than perhaps on the principal elevations of listed buildings
and in protected areas. This suggests that there should be a general
presumption in favour of the domestic installation of solar
microgeneration equipment, namely roof/wall mounted or stand-alone
panels but a certain (limited) degree of control is needed.

6.1.5

PARAMETERS & OPTIONS
There is a potential need to set some parameters in respect of height of
projection above the roof plane, coverage and in the case of stand alone,
distance to the boundary with neighbouring properties and height. These are
further explored in table 6.1 below.
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Table 6.1 Solar Parameters, Risk & Impacts
Aspect to consider

Degree of Risk/
Impacts

Height above roof plane or stand LOW – level 1
off distance – general context

Parameter
80mm (as used by North Devon DC & more than
adequate for PV)
91mm (as found perfectly acceptable by Inspector in
Pembrokeshire NP case study)

MEDIUM – level 1/2 120mm (as used by Guildford BC and allows for most
solar hot water solutions)
MEDIUM/HIGH –
level 2/3

150mm (offers maximum flexibility for range of
products, is more prominent but what householder at
Steering Group site visit had)

HIGH – level 3

160-300mm (latter figure referred to by BRE). Could
allow greater height on larger blocks of flats (not
converted houses)

Height above roof plane or stand HIGH – level 4
off distance – listed building or
protected area

If carry through 120mm or more to listed building or
in a protected area

Elevation restriction on listed
building or in protected area
(National Park, AONB, CA)

Require application for any elevation on listed
building or in a protected area

LOW – level 1

MEDIUM – level 2/3 Require application ONLY for (defined) principal
elevation (as requested by consultees)

Coverage of roof or walls – all
contexts

Distance to boundary with
neighbour – stand alone only all
contexts

HIGH – level 3/4

No variation to norm i.e. all PD & potential significant
visual, land/townscape impacts

LOW – level 1

50% of entire roof and walls including the roof of
any extensions (as used by Guildford)

MEDIUM – level 2

60% of entire roof or walls inc the roof of any
extensions (further flexibility but avoid excess)

HIGH – level 3

70%+ of entire roof including the roof of any
extensions (excessive & potentially detrimental but
could mitigate with guidance)

LOW – level 1

5 metres (well clear and hence avoid amenity issues)

MEDIUM – level 2

3-4 metres (allow for shadow effect)

HIGH – level 2/3

2 metres (too close given potential height etc)

Adjacent to highway (given front LOW – level 1
gardens may be best for sun)

Height of Stand Alone Solar

Surface Area of Stand Alone
Solar

Set minimum distance to highway of 20 metres
(consistent with other parts of GPDO)

MEDIUM – level 2

Set minimum distance to highway of 10 metres to
reduce visual and other impacts but allow some
solutions to go ahead

HIGH – level 2/3

Set minimum distance to highway of 4 metres if best
location to capture sun

LOW – level 1

3 metres – accords current GPDO for building wall
height

MEDIUM – level 2

4 metres – accords current GPDO for ridge height of
buildings

HIGH – level 3

Unrestricted – exceeds anything currently allowed &
likely visually intrusive/dominant in streetscene

LOW – level 1

6-8 square metres – modest and likely to mimimize
visual/other impacts

MEDIUM – level 2

9 square metres – allows flexibility and sufficient area
for purpose (hot water)

HIGH – level 3

10-12 square metres – too large for domestic setting

NOTE: Impact level 1 – on host property only, Impact level 2 – neighbours, Impact level 3 – streestscene, Impact
level 4 – wider environment
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6.1.6

RECOMMENDATION
Entec recommends a presumption in favour of solar with the adoption of the
‘Medium Risk’ caveats in all cases i.e. 150 mm, 60% coverage of whole roof or
walls (the latter being rare) and not nearer than 3-4 metres to a neighbours
boundary for stand alone solutions. The relationship with the highway needs to
be further considered, as precluding stand alone solar panels from front
gardens could rule out a number of projects. We recommend a compromise of
10 metres from the highway (as opposed to the 20 metres in various parts of the
GPDO). There should be applications on a listed building or in a conservation
area/National Park/AONB, but only on the principal elevation facing onto and
visible from a highway (definition as with antennae).

6.2 Heat Pumps
6.2.1

POTENTIAL
Heat pumps are probably the second biggest form of domestic microgeneration
with significant potential. They are a relatively mature technology and all of the
different types have been able to share technological advancements in pump
technology. The compressors, motors and control units are interchangeable to a
certain degree. Technology advancements are generally in the efficiency, size
and noise levels of units although some other important steps have been made
such as ‘climate control’ functions.

6.2.2

TYPES & SIZES
A heat pump extracts heat from outside a building and releases that heat at a
higher temperature inside the building. In doing so, it consumes energy
(usually in the form of electricity) to run a pump. The three main types are
Ground Source Heat Pump (GSHP), which extract heat out of the ground, Water
Source Heat Pump (WSHP), which extract heat from a water body, or an Air
Source Heat Pump (ASHP), which extract heat from the air.
A GSHP is used to extract heat from the ground for use in space and water
heating and can also use the same process to supply cooling. These units take
advantage of the earth’s consistent temperature and in the UK the average
constant temperature of the earth at about 1.5m deep, is 11 to 12°C. These
pumps use a ‘ground loop’ to source heat for the pump. The ground loop could
comprise a trench system, in which a pipe is buried in a shallow trench, or a
vertical system in which a borehole is drilled to a greater depth. Trenches can be
laid in the ground between 1 to 2 meters depth. A garden area of approximately
100 m2 is needed.
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Figure 6.3 Ground Loop in Trench System (Source: DTI Website)

For vertical systems, the depth of the borehole will be specific to the site and to
the pump. Vertical drilling for closed loop systems is usually done to a depth of
around 60 m deep (it may be possible to drill to 200 m for larger applications)
and the pipes are laid in holes bored directly into the ground.

6.2.3

CURRENT SITUATION
Applications for heat pumps are rare and none were revealed in our case
studies. Three questionnaire responses were received from customers of the
microgeneration industry who had installed heat pumps. One of the three
customers applied for planning permission; the other two did not. In all cases
there were no objections from neighbours, neither formally nor informally.
Ground source heat pumps should not be installed in Archaeologically Sensitive
Areas in the opinion of the National Trust, but currently they could be in most
cases.
The Guildford BC guidance cited previously states in this context that:
“Other renewables
(eg small scale wind turbines/biomass heating systems/ground source heat
pumps).
Small wind turbines will need planning permission, biomass and ground
source heat pumps may not.”
This all tends to support the idea of permitted development for heat pumps but
the issues are explored further below.

6.2.4

ISSUES
Main Impacts
The key characteristics/issues that have emerged about heat pumps are as
follows:
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• Horizontal Trenches & Vertical drilling (GSHP)
–

Groundwater

–

Contamination

–

Archaeology

–

Soil ecology

• Unit Appearance & Siting (ASHP)
–

Visual impact

–

Noise

Drawing on Evidence – GSHP and WSHP
In respect of GSHP or WSHP causing harm to groundwater or
contamination, drilling is undertaken by a qualified well driller who can also
assess the site for a re-injection well. The process for having an open loop
drilled includes applying for a groundwater licence from the Environment
Agency. The Agency requires a WR-32 form (application for consent to drill and
test pump a borehole). The Agency then undertakes a hydrological investigation
and assesses the potential resource.
With regard to WSHPs, a survey of the water features in the surrounding area is
necessary to identify surface water bodies and other groundwater abstractions
in the area. The final consent to drill is not given until all this information has
been considered.5 Following on from this an abstraction licence must be
obtained. A drilling licence may also be necessary for a vertical closed loop
system. And the Agency may impose severe constraints regarding interference
with the water table and the possibility of soil pollution.
Due to the excavation of trenches or bores it is important to consider whether
archaeological remains exist on the site and if this has any implications on the
works involved. Usually any implications can be easily worked through and
information can be found in PPG16 (England) PAN 42 (Scotland).6 It has been
suggested that GSHP proposals should be carefully considered/handled in
designated Archaeologically Sensitive Areas and that householders should
consult their local planning authority to establish if their property falls within
one (assuming they all do actually have the information available). The idea of
more formal notification and a period of say 21 days for the LPA to respond has
also been mooted.

5

GLA (2004). Integrating Energy into New Developments: Toolkit for Planners, Developers and
Consultants. Greater London Authority, September 2004.

6

SE (accessed: June 2006) http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2006/04/21130424/4 Scottish
Executive, Planning for Micro Renewables Annex to PAN 45 Renewable Energy Technologies, HEAT
PUMPS.
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Drawing on Evidence – ASHP
In respect of ASHPs, visual impact has been considered. They are most
commonly mounted at ground level or on a wall of the building in question (the
first two examples in Figure 6.4) however, they may also be positioned on a
balcony of an apartment (third example Figure 6.4) or alternatively on a flat
roof. The mounting is generally sited in an as discrete location as possible,
considering also noise implications and air flow into the pump. Ducting may be
necessary to ensure the unit has a reasonable air flow such as the example
below on the balcony.
The units are usually a powder coated neutral colour such as white or beige, but
they also come in stainless steel casings and although other colours are
available, these are more difficult to find and dark colours are rare as they
decrease the efficiency of the pump by absorbing heat. They could be as large as
940 by 1090 mm. Whilst clearly not attractive in their own right, providing
guidance is given as to careful location these should be acceptable on visual
grounds.
The visual impact of such a unit to a listed building would be significant enough
to require listed building consent (but not a planning application), as would its
instalment in the loft of a Listed Building.
Careful attention would be required for situating an ASHP in a Conservation
Area, where it would be possible to install a unit to the rear of the building and
not detract from the character of the Conservation Area.

Figure 6.4 Different ways to mount ASHPs

The visual impact of installing ASHP units on the outside of a dwelling in other
protected areas, could be considered to have the potential to detract from
their special landscape or townscape quality, particularly if there is a cumulative
impact of many dwellings in a given location having these units installed .
The pumps are relatively quiet, similar to stand alone air conditioning units,
although the fan and compressor on an ASHP in particular can make some
noise and if possible should be situated away from windows and adjacent
buildings in order to minimise distraction. The noise from these units can be
around 60 to 80 decibels, which is double that of a refrigerator. Ideally noise
should be kept to 45 dBA at the nearest habitable room of a neighbouring
property, which should be achieved either by careful location or by the use of a
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particularly quiet device. Further noise reduction can be made by mounting the
unit on a sound absorption base similar to that which is often used when heat
pumps are mounted in the loft space. Landscaping can be strategic with shrubs
and bushes surrounding the unit which will not only buffer noise, but will also
protect against winds which decrease efficiency and can lead to frost build up. It
should be noted though that manufacturers recommended airflow needs to be
maintained around the unit.
Concluding the Evidence
This suggests that there should be a general presumption in favour of the
domestic installation of heat pump microgeneration equipment,
providing a limit or guidance on noise can be put forward, alongside guidance
on siting and screen planting for ASHP, especially in protected areas, and
archaeology for GSHP.

6.2.5

PARAMETERS & OPTIONS
The potential parameters and risks associated with the archaeological, visual
and noise implications of heat pumps are further explored in the table below.
Table 6.2 Heat Pumps Parameters, Risk & Impacts
Aspect to consider

Degree of Risk/
Impacts

Parameter

GSHP – Archaeology

LOW – level 1

Require notification of LPA to check if
archaeologically sensitive area

MEDIUM – level 2/3 Leave it to guidance note – still occasional risks
ignored
ASHP – Visual

ASHP – Noise

HIGH – level 3/4

No action – occasional risk

LOW – level 1

Set parameters for size and height up wall plus
require applications on listed buildings or in
protected areas

MEDIUM – level 2

Leave it to guidance note – still occasional risks
ignored

HIGH – level 3/4

No action – occasional risk of poor siting,
visually prominent or detracts from listed
building/conservation area (if several)

LOW – level 1

Include appropriate noise limit of 65 dBA in an
industry standard in definition in GPDO and min
distance of 5m to neighbouring property

MEDIUM – level 2

Leave it to guidance note but include noise limit
of 65 dBA and distance recommendation of 5m
– still risk occasionally ignored

HIGH – level 2/3

No action – greater risk poor performance of
unit or poor siting causes neighbour (s)
nuisance and complaints especially if several
properties install

NOTE: Impact level 1 – on host property only, Impact level 2 – neighbours, Impact level 3 – streestscene, Impact
level 4 – wider environment
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6.2.6

RECOMMENDATION
Entec recommends a presumption in favour of heat pumps with the adoption of
the ‘Medium Risk’ caveats which relate to the preparation of a guidance note in
this instance. The noise issue relating to ASHP remains of concern and the ‘Low
Risk’ noise option should be further explored by DCLG, with a noise limit of 65
dBA and/or distance standards of 5 metres to nearest habitable room of
neighbouring property included in the GPDO or definitions if possible.

6.3 Micro Wind
6.3.1

POTENTIAL
Wind turbines are probably the third biggest form of domestic microgeneration
in terms of potential, are far less common than solar and can be made at almost
any size. The power produced by the turbine depends on the ‘swept area’ of the
rotor. This means that a ‘horizontal axis’ turbine with a rotor diameter 2m
would produce roughly four times the power of a turbine with a 1m diameter
rotor.
A turbine producing roughly enough electricity to make a useful contribution to
the needs of an average home (see section 3.5) would be rated in the range
between 1 and 3kW, depending on the local wind speed.

6.3.2

TYPES & SIZES
All wind turbines place a rotor into the wind flow. This rotor is turned by the
wind and this rotary motion is then connected to a mill, pump or to an
electricity generator. Faster winds contain more energy than slower winds.
Winds also vary between heights above the ground; the higher above the
ground, the faster the winds. This means that wind turbines are usually placed
on tall towers. Mostly wind turbines are placed in uninterrupted wind flows, so
on smooth rounded hills and away from tall trees. A few modern ones are
designed to be sited on buildings, some of these will benefit from the enhanced
wind flow caused by the wind flowing over or around the roof. Most electricity
generating turbines have between two and five blades.
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Figure 6.5 Example of a gable-mounted & stand alone turbine

Figure 6.6 Approximate relative sizes and hub heights of a range of different wind
turbines (<7kW)

The graphic is intended to show (roughly) a range of turbines and their heights
(with the house as a guide or comparator) as well as their equivalent rated
power output. The power output is roughly a function of the rotor area, as
shown above, but clearly will vary with the wind regime at that site. The diagram
above shows the impact of this. For a particularly windy location, a wind turbine
would have a high ‘capacity factor’ (20% in the diagram). For a less windy
location, the capacity factor will be lower (8%). The diagram shows that, to
generate, say 4100 kWh per year (roughly the same as that consumed in a
‘typical’ household – see section 3.5), a ‘windy location’ turbine would need to
have a rated output of around 2.5kW, whereas a ‘not windy location’ turbine
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would have to be around 6kW in size. We believe that it reasonable to expect a
micro-wind turbine to provide perhaps up to a half of a household’s electricity
needs and suggest that a reasonable output for a ‘PD’ turbine could be in the
range 1 to 3 kW.
The graphic also shows that there are a number of suitable turbines with smaller
swept areas that generate sufficient power (kW on x axis) and are less than 10
metres (height on y axis). The make and model of turbines plus varying noise
data is set out in Table 6.3 below:
Table 6.3 Noise Data from Small Wind Turbines
Manufacturer Model
Windsave

Quoted Noise Level

Plug ‘n’ Save 5m behind blades:
System
3ms-1 wind nominally 25-30
dB(A)

Sound Power Level LWA
Cannot determine because noise
levels not quoted at a specific
distance

6ms-1 wind nominally 40-45
dB(A)
12ms-1 wind nominally 45-50
dB(A)
*Windsave

Plug ‘n’ Save 5ms-1 wind LAeq 33 dB
System
7ms-1 wind LAeq 52 dB

55 dB(A)
74 dB(A)

background noise LAeq 36 dB
Swift

N/A

35-40 over full range of wind
speeds

Cannot determine because noise
levels not quoted at a specific
distance

Proven

WT2500 on
11m mast

At base of mast (1.5m high):

70-71 dB(A)

5ms-1

90-91 dB(A)

wind LAeq 40 dB

20ms-1 wind LAeq 60 dB
South West
Wind Power

Whisper H40 Quoted LWA at 8ms-1 is 85 dB(A) 85 dB(A)

* Two different sources for information on Windsave turbines

6.3.3

CURRENT SITUATION – EVIDENCE & VIEWS
Workshops & Correspondence
Much of the discussion in the workshops focussed upon micro wind proposals
and comments are summarized below:

• Concern by the DEFRA representatives about noise and vibration levels
when turbines are attached to houses and that it would be difficult to set
noise levels in the GPDO.

• Conditions may be required to prevent TV aerial interference (DEFRA).
• Limit needed on the size of turbines given permitted development based
on swept areas (Renewables East).

• Building mounted turbines vibrate at the bracket (Renewables East).
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• Building Regulations will need to be revised in line with any changes to
the GPDO.

• The quality of installation is an issue and permitted development should
only be given when the equipment is accredited and installed by an
accredited installer (British Wind Energy Association [BWEA], REA,
Micropower Council).

• Permitted development could be brought into disrepute because of poor
installation (RTPI).

• Height above roof line – lower is better (English Heritage).
• The Civil Aviation Authority responded by letter that the Local Planning

Authority should still be notified at an early stage in order for them to check
the aeronautical safeguarding maps.

• The number of turbines given permitted development per house should be
considered possibly one per house (Renewables East).

• Permitted development should be excluded in Conservation Areas and
for Listed Buildings (BRE , NT).

• Permitted development should be excluded in National Parks and AONBs
(National Parks Authority [NPA], English Heritage).

• If a development is considered by the householder to be permitted

development they should give prior notification to the Local Planning
Authority (21 days suggested) (NPA, NT).

• Consultation with neighbours required if PD given (Energy Savings
Trust).

• Guidance for householders to accompany the GPDO is required (BWEA,
Renewables East).

• Reducing the cost of applications and simplifying the planning

application process is an alternative to permitted development or in
addition to it (Campaign for Protection of Rural England).

• The Bat Conservation Trust (BCT) was consulted as part of the stakeholder

workshop. A key concern related to the cumulative effects associated with
the presence of high concentrations of micro wind turbines on bats,
particularly in urban areas, which could result in injury or mortality of bats.
Bat commuting routes may be affected. The BCT considers that a
programme of monitoring to determine any effects is required to determine
actual significance. Such survey work could also assist in refining any
guidance relating to appropriate siting. Turbines should not be sited near
bat roosts (in roofs and trees) or SSSIs. The BCT also identified that bats are
a legally protected species and if a roost is found when installing a turbine
on a roof or a stand-alone turbine adjacent to a tree, householders should
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be advised that they are required to inform their Local Authority before
proceeding. It is also recommended that English Nature7 is informed.

• Little evidence about impact of turbines on birds and a precautionary

approach should be taken. Grills on turbines were also suggested. (RSPB) In
a subsequent letter of 17 August 2006 requested that there should be size
limits placed on turbines in terms of power output and restrictions of
turbines near areas designated for wildlife.

The British Wind Energy Association (BWEA) who were represented at the
stakeholder workshop(s) have subsequently made their position clear in a letter
dated 28 July 2006. They advise that

• no part of a building mounted turbine should exceed 4 metres above the
highest point of the roof

• freestanding turbines should not exceed a hub height of 10 metres without
planning permission.

• c.2 metres rotor diameter should be recommended which translates to an

approximate area of 3.14 square metres. That could accommodate a number
of types of device but should not be too large to be unacceptable in
planning terms.

• the swept area of a free-standing turbine should not be greater than 10
square metres (3.5 metres rotor diameter).

• the separation distance of a freestanding turbine from the boundary of the

adjoining properties should be no be less than twice the length of the
ground to tip dimension of the turbine. They suggest that a 10 metre hub
turbine has the potential to be very imposing, therefore separation distance
from the boundary of other properties must be great enough to minimise
the impact and make the installation more acceptable in planning terms.

Local Authority Case Studies & Questionnaires
We have reviewed all the applications dealing with wind turbines obtained and
notably 12 planning committee reports, nine of which were related to rural
environments and two were refused. We have also taken the workshops and
other correspondence fully into account, not least the issues raised in relation
to amenity, protected areas and species.
The scale and height of proposed wind turbines varied in the case studies from
small scale (3.625 metre high) located on the roof or gable end of the building
to larger scale turbines up to 18 metres in height located away from the
property. In many cases the turbines were considered to be incongruous
elements or alien features introduced into the landscape/countryside.
The majority of the case studies relating to wind turbines were for detached
properties in rural areas (mostly in the National Park Authorities). In these case

7
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studies impacts issues such as noise, vibration and visual intrusion were not
considered relevant in the decision making process because the distance from
neighbouring properties was considered to be sufficiently adequate to nullify
any potential impacts. A good example is that of a detached property on
Anglesey (Isle of Anglesey County Council ref. 43C156) where a recent consent
was given for a building mounted turbine which was considered to have no
impact on adjoining properties due to the fact that the nearest property, a
school, was over 50 metres away. However, the main issue considered by the
Local Authority in this case study was the level of visual impact the turbine
would have on the AONB. It is noteworthy that one of the other issues
considered by the Local Authority was the risk of the turbine causing structural
damage to the wall it would be attached to (considered to be in a poor
condition) due to its weight and the resulting vibration.
Interestingly the majority of the stand-alone turbines that were approved were
10 metres or less in height. Those above that height tended to experience
problems in the planning system sometimes culminating in refusal.
Two case studies were identified where wind turbines were given consent on
the roofs of high rise flats (Bristol City Council – 05/02945/LA/C and the
Borough of Kensington and Chelsea – PP/06/01188). These examples suggest
that wind turbines on the top of flats/high density buildings affect only the host
building, with no discernible impacts on other buildings. The only situation
where an exception exists is when other buildings in close proximity have
habitable rooms at a similar or greater height than the turbines. In such
circumstances, visual intrusion and noise may well be issues that need further
consideration.
One case in Bristol (Bristol City Council App. No: 05/02945/LA/C ) related to an
application to install a wind turbine on a Listed Building (also located in a
Conservation Area) in an urban context. The critical issue was whether the
visual impact of the proposal was harmful to the appearance, integrity, character
and the setting of the Listed Building. The scheme was refused on the basis that
the scale of the turbine was detrimental to the architectural integrity of the
building.
Five questionnaire responses were received from customers of the
microgeneration industry who had either installed a wind turbine or had failed
to gain planning consent. Three of them applied for planning permission, one
householder was given PD for his proposal, the other householder did not
apply after a negative discussion with the Local Authority whereby they
requested a noise survey to be undertaken. One of the applicants who applied
was refused permission, but he did not list the reasons for refusal used by the
Local Authority in the form, other than saying they were very subjective reasons.
One of the customers who gained permission for his turbine was initially
refused by the Local Authority because of its prominent position at the front of
the house, but received permission for his resubmitted application when it was
proposed to locate it at the rear of the house in a less windy position which he
was not satisfied with. Three of the customers (the three who eventually
erected turbines) reported a negative reaction from their neighbours who did
show concern about the visual impact and noise impact of the turbines.
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The respondents suggested that Local Authority planners be trained about
microgeneration technologies and felt the planning system is too long winded
and expensive and needs to be simplified to encourage increased take up of
these technologies.
Other – Noise and Vibration
From the data provided by the Entec noise specialist it is apparent that wind
turbines with sound power levels less than 65 dB(A) can be located within 5 m of
a sensitive façade without there being a significant risk of sleep disturbance to
neighbours. However, if a device that has a higher sound power level of, say, 75
dB(A) under certain wind conditions were to be installed on a terraced property,
and the horizontal distance to the nearest neighbours window was less than
15m, then there is potential for the sleep disturbance criterion from WHO
guidance to be exceeded (45dB(A)). It should be noted that at higher wind
speeds background noise levels in an area are likely to be higher because of wind
effects in trees and through telegraph wires, etc. However, without undertaking
a BS4142:1997 type assessment for a specific location, which takes background
noise levels into consideration, this effect cannot be fully understood.
In terms of vibration, all roof-mounted systems will transmit some energy to
their support structure. Good designs will seek to minimise the intensity of the
vibration source and limit the transmission of the vibration to the structure.
Anti-vibration mounts are generally used to mount turbines to structures.
However, experience of the system effectiveness is still accumulating in this area
and DEFRA have some concerns.
There are two British Standards relevant to vibration evaluation and nuisance
assessment:

• BS6472 Evaluation of human exposure to vibration in buildings (1 Hz to 80 Hz)
• BS7385 Evaluation and measurement for vibration in buildings
The standard comprises a set of guidelines that seek to weight and categorise
the vibrations and determine whether they are likely to cause a complaint. For
example there is a low probability of adverse comments if the ‘vibration dose
values’ are less than 0.4m/s1.75 during the 16-hour day and 0.13m/s1.75 during an
8-hour night.
Complicating the matter further is that different levels of vibration caused by
the same source can be felt more or less strongly in different parts of a building.
For example the unsupported middle part of a floorboard may be caused to
vibrate more than the end nailed to the joist. This means that whilst it is
possible to suggest limits on vibration levels that would be acceptable, it could
be a complicated process requiring specialist skills to confirm that the limits
have been met.
It is also likely that manufacturers would not be able to meet this low level of
source vibration and will need to rely (quite sensibly) on the mounting method
and building structure to damp out their vibrations to bring them to acceptable
levels. The extent to which a building can do this depends greatly on the
building structure and geometry.
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6.3.4

ISSUES
General
From a planning perspective, micro wind turbines have a large number of
characteristics that have a potential planning impact, when compared with
other technologies. In consultation with a wide range of stakeholders, we
considered the following to be relevant:

• Size and height
• Mounting method
• Vibration
• Noise
• Colour and reflectivity
• Shadows and reflections
• Access for installation and maintenance
• Electromagnetic and electrical interference
• Physical damage
• Wakes
• Driver distraction
• Bird and animal (bat) strike
Main Impacts
We believe there are three or four key areas for consideration when thinking
about the planning impact of micro wind turbines: size and scale; safety;
nuisance and perhaps bats/birds.
The visual impact on the local landscape could be considered negligible and
therefore the impact could be level 2 (i.e. immediate neighbouring properties)
if small in size. If, however, the building is Listed or is situated in a protected
area it could well be considered to have a level 4 impact. Likewise if more than
one property in an area or street has turbines there would be cumulative
effects. There are a number of examples from the case studies (particularly from
the National Park Authorities) which demonstrate that visual impact on the
landscape is the main concern of a Local Authority. Given that all stand alone
proposals of less than 10m in height received permission in any event (albeit
some were re-sited etc) this seems like a sensible threshold at which to set PD
in such contexts.
The Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea (PP/06/00410) case study also
dealt with the visual impact of the wind turbine which was to be attached to the
chimney by a pole, 2 metres above the chimney stack (3 metres above the roof
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ridge). The Committee Report compared the turbine to having a similar visual
impact as a typical TV aerial, provided that the blades of the turbine were
painted matt grey in colour. BWEA seek a height of 4 metres above the highest
point of the property (i.e. a further metre), but it may be that such heights are
best justified and examined through the planning application process.
In all of the case studies where turbines were given consent their colour was an
issue that was considered. The application Royal Borough of Kensington
Borough Council (ref. PP/06/00410) required in an attached condition for a
turbine and supporting pole attached on a terraced house to be painted matt
grey in order to reduce its visual impact on the appearance of the host dwelling
and on the wider environment. In the case studies from Pembrokeshire Coast
National Park Authority, consents were given for turbines to be erected and the
conditions attached required that the colour be agreed afterwards by the
National Park Authority (suggesting that the colour played an important part in
limiting visual impact).
It is also important to have regard to the potential cumulative effects of micro
wind turbines on a number of properties in an area or street. There are no
existing scenarios to study but proliferation is a real prospect in the longer term
(as with TV aerials and satellite dishes). Certainly the Royal Borough of
Kensington Borough Council made clear that they did not necessarily envisage
a number of such turbines being approved in the conservation area.
The remaining issues are the most complex and are related to annoyance and
nuisance. They are therefore explored in more detail here and in the
Appendices. It is widely accepted (including by DEFRA) that wind turbines can
cause annoyance through noise and vibration dependant upon several factors.
There are applicable standards that help guide when noise and vibration levels
are unacceptable, but unfortunately the industry standard for micro-wind does
not contain a maximum noise level at the current time. Defining readily
acceptable, clear, simple and achievable noise and vibration limits is the most
striking challenge in considering permitted development.
Nuisance is already guided by Defra and implemented through Council
Environmental Health Officers. Whatever elements of this work are taken
forward it would need to be in consultation with Defra. However we have been
careful to try and avoid increasing the burden on such bodies. Vibration may
well be adequately covered by the Industry Standards providing they can be
incorporated into any definition in the GPDO.
It is difficult to suggest categorically whether a building or pole mounted
turbine should be PD or not. Thus, Entec has endeavoured to provide noise
spacing guidance that should be adopted for a nominal turbine height of 10m,
assuming that is accepted on visual grounds as the threshold. The analysis
carried out by Entec suggests that for turbines with LWAs of 60 dB(A) or less at
all wind speeds no noise nuisance should occur and turbines with LWAs of 60
dB(A) or greater at all wind speeds then the stand off distances indicated in
Table 6.4 and Figure 6.7 should be used to determine whether a potential noise
nuisance will occur. If these are ignored then significant impacts could well
arise.
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Table 6.4 LAeq,T Façade levels at a bedroom window 4m high, from wind turbines
of varying sound power levels, on a 10m high mast
Distance

LWA 50

LWA 55

LWA 60

LWA 65

LWA 70

LWA 75

LWA 80

LWA 85

M
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dB
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dB

dB

dB

dB

dB

5

24.1

29.1
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49.1

54.1

59.1

10

20.6
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Figure 6.7

It is also possible for turbines placed close to apertures (such as windows) to
cause an annoying shadow or reflection flicker for certain periods of time.
Smaller-sized turbines and greater separation distances can mitigate this effect
too.
It may be sensible to restrict stand alone turbines to a certain distance from the
highway in case of topple and to reduce potential for distraction. By setting
them back it may also help with visual impact.
All bats and their roosts are afforded ‘full’ legal protection under the
Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 and the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), which has been enhanced through the
Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000. This legislation has led to the
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development of a range of procedures to minimise potential effects on bats
through development, if their presence is known or suspected.
There is no published data that can assist in determining the potential risk to
bats from the use of micro-turbines. Any survey work would be very intensive as
well as site and species specific, and potentially the effort and cost associated
with this would be out of proportion to the scale and potential effect of the
development proposed by individual householders. However, there is some
anecdotal evidence, from studies conducted at larger wind farms that turbines
can cause effects on bats due to:

• Bat collision;
• Loss of foraging habitat;
• Interruption of migration or commuting routes; and
• Emission of ultrasound by wind turbines.
Consequently, it is considered that there is the potential for micro-turbines to
cause similar effects, although this is likely to be at a smaller scale if the turbines
are located appropriately and can be addressed through guidance plus later
review.
Micro wind turbines should not be situated in areas where it is likely or known
(e.g. through survey) that relatively large numbers of bats forage. The foraging
habitat requirements for different species of bats vary. However, opportunities
for minimising potential effects on foraging habitat can be achieved through
avoiding areas close to:

• woodland;
• hedgerows;
• water; and
• fields containing livestock.
Bats also forage within gardens, and this should be taken into account when
considering where to site turbines (e.g. avoidance of linear features or trees).
The risk is increased in more structured landscapes e.g. where lines of hedges
run towards the turbines (i.e. such features should be avoided). Bats also roost
in buildings, and there is the potential for building mounted turbines to pose a
collision risk with bats flying in proximity to the roost entrance after emergence,
or bats swarming prior to re-entering a roost. Such risks should be reduced if
the habitats described above (with respect to foraging) are avoided, locations
for stand-alone turbines are predominantly of an open nature, and building
mounted turbines are located on the ridgeline.
Locating a micro-wind generation scheme in proximity to a site designated for
its bat populations (e.g. a SAC or a SSSI) would require a much greater degree
of evaluation. Advice from English Nature should be sought in these instances.
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In respect of bird strike, the RSPB representative attending the stakeholder
meeting stated that there was little evidence to suggest whether micro wind
turbines impact on birds or not. Notwithstanding this, the risk or bird strike
associated with micro wind turbines could be increased where significant
numbers of birds flock (e.g. in close proximity to water bodies), or at buildings
in more remote areas where greater numbers of birds may roost.
Birds receive a measure of legal protection through the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), which has been enhanced through the
Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000. Legal protection for the majority of
species is only likely to extend to disturbance (e.g. from installing buildingmounted micro turbines) during the breeding season.
Locating a micro-wind generation scheme in proximity to a site designated for
its bird populations (e.g. a Ramsar Site or SPA) would require a much greater
degree of evaluation. Advice from English Nature should be sought in these
instances.
The RSPB provided further written comment after the stakeholder meeting
(dated 17th August 2006 – Ralph Underhill) to make their position on
microgeneration equipment installation clear. In their letter they recommend
that the potential effects of microgeneration equipment be monitored and the
GPDO reviewed within a 3 year period to ascertain whether there are any
negative impacts on birds and other species.
The issue of bird strike seems be one which could become more significant as
numbers and the density of turbines increases in an area (e.g. urban settings)
and potential cumulative impacts should also be monitored to gauge their
effects on bird populations.
Drawing on the Evidence
There are clear conclusions to draw from the evidence. A stand alone turbine on
a pole of 10 metres height or less allows for many of the products that generate
sufficient power to make a useful contribution to the needs of a household (this
has been independently confirmed by the BWEA). Also that height does not
appear to have caused any significant controversy in the application process in
England and Wales, given the high approval rate. Our landscape architect
accepts that this is a good compromise in terms of encouraging the technology
offset against the potential visual and townscape/landscape impacts.
Likewise we believe that 3 metres above the ridge line of a property is
comparable to the 10 metre figure and adequate in many circumstances, but
would enable the turbine to be ‘read’ as part of the property thus reducing
visual impact. It should also be low enough to prevent further concern being
expressed by consultees such as the CAA.
Likewise the technical advice suggests that a 2 metre diameter blade (translating
to an approximate swept area of 3.14 square metres) is sufficient for domestic
generation and helps to limit the potential visual and nuisance issues. The Entec
project team does not accept the (BWEA cited) need and associated risks in a
domestic setting to increase that blade size for stand alone solutions to 3.5
metres rotor diameter.
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It is fair to say that there are few examples in existence of such turbines close to
neighbouring properties and hence the challenge is to carefully set a ‘spacing’
distance to the nearest habitable room (ideally including kitchens) in a
neighbouring property to protect amenity, without precluding too many
proposals. The BWEA proposal of twice the height of the turbine to allow for
topple (eg 20 metres) is in our view too restrictive and would rule out most
properties. The 15 metres proposed purely for noise reasons (in the absence of
an adoptable industry standard) would be our maximum figure, but could
potentially drop to 5 metres if noise limits can be achieved with the context of
industry standards for devices and accreditation of installers.
Roof mounting is undoubtedly far more complex. Significantly the Committee
Report for the terraced property in Kensington & Chelsea compared the turbine
to having a similar visual impact as a typical TV aerial and considered it to be
acceptable provided that certain aspects could be controlled by condition,
namely:

• Colouring of casing and blades
• Noise
• Vibration
• Electrical Interference
This is a reasonable comparison (TV aerial) to make for certain types of wind
turbine and is a view shared by some members of the Steering Group following
the arranged site visit to see a small turbine on a roof. In isolation it might lead
to a recommendation for PD rights to be allowed, but unfortunately there are
issues that need to be controlled and a variety of types of turbine and their
appearance, performance and installation varies too.
Issues such as noise, vibration, visual impact, electromagnetic interference on
neighbouring properties are likely to become more significant in their level of
impact as the density of properties increases. This could be to the point where
there may be little to differentiate between detached and semi-detached or even
terraced houses, for example, with regard to distances of turbines to habitable
rooms of neighbouring properties. However, with detached properties,
vibration as a significant impact will of course always be confined solely to the
host property, thus making recommendations easier. If the spacing between
properties is sufficient (say 5 metres) then it would allow semi-detached
properties to have turbines as PD in most cases (assuming the consideration of
noise impacts as discussed above).
Furthermore different contexts demand more careful consideration not least
listed buildings and protected areas, which are reasonably well documented
above.
The issue of bats is not straightforward but, in the absence of evidence, we
recommend clear guidance be published based upon:
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• do not locate stand-alone turbines within close proximity of linear features
such as hedgerows, woodland edges, watercourses which bats use as
commuting routes and foraging habitat;

• stand-alone turbines should preferably be sited out in the open and not

adjacent to mature trees or other features such as buildings that have the
potential to be used by roosting bats;

• turbines located on buildings should be located on the ridgeline to
8

minimise the likelihood of encountering bats emerging from or re-entering
roosts;

• if mature trees need to be modified or removed to accommodate a turbine
then they should be subject to a bat survey, the presence of bats may
require an European Protected Species licence issued by DEFRA9;

• if bats are discovered, during the installation of a turbine, work should

cease, the local authority notified and advice sought from English Nature (or
equivalent).

Other guidance could be put forward for birds, with particular emphasis on
checking for nesting birds prior to installation of roof mounted turbines.
Concluding the Evidence
The above suggests that most stand alone (pole mounted) wind turbines and
many building/roof mounted wind turbines can be accommodated in England
and Wales. However, given the issues identified, there is a clear need to define
height, blade diameter and distance to the nearest habitable room of a
neighbouring property. The latter is inextricably linked to the specification and
noise generation of a particular turbine i.e. if noise produced by a device is
limited the distance between it and a neighbour’s property can be reduced.
Vibration will need to be adequately covered by the Industry Standards and
should be incorporated into any definition in the GPDO. Colour also needs to
be considered (darker colours being preferable) and if possible defined in the
GPDO or a guidance note.
There is insufficient evidence relating to protected species to draw firm
conclusions or to quantify the risk associated with different approaches to
granting PD. Guidance is recommended and some ideas have been given in this
report. The suggestion by some stakeholders that the effects of
microgeneration equipment be monitored and the GPDO reviewed within a 3
year period to ascertain whether there are any negative impacts on birds, bats
and other species seems sensible. Once a number of micro turbines are in place
the relevant stakeholder organisations should arrange for robust evidence
gathering at various sites which could inform such a future review.

8

this part of the roof can also be used by roosting bats.

9

Or equivalent.
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6.3.5

PARAMETERS & OPTIONS
The potential parameters and risks associated with the visual and nuisance
implications of micro wind are further explored in the table below:
Table 6.5 Micro Wind Parameters, Risk & Impacts
Aspect to consider

Degree of Risk/
Impacts

Parameter

Height of pole to hub (stand
alone) – general context

LOW – level 1

7-9 metres in height – reduce visual impact but also
performance/energy generation

MEDIUM/HIGH –
level 2/3

10 metres in height – found visually acceptable in
case studies and sufficient for power generation

HIGH – level 3

Over 10 metres in height – help with generation but
exacerbates nuisance, visual and other issues

Height of pole to hub (stand
alone) – listed building or
protected area

HIGH – level 4

If PD rights extended to cover likely visually
intrusive/dominant in streetscene/affect character to
detriment of protected areas etc. Could restrict to
rear of properties which may drop risk to medium.

Height above roof ridge (not
chimney) – general context

LOW – level 1

1-2 metres probably too low to capture wind resource
in many instance but visually more discrete

MEDIUM – level 2/3 3 metres shown to be adequate in case studies for
‘catching’ the wind and domestic power generation
(subject local variations)
MEDIUM/HIGH –
level 3

4 metres + would allow a few more products and
greater power generation but could add to visual and
nuisance impacts

Height above roof ridge (not
chimney) – listed building or
protected area

HIGH – level 4

PD rights extended to cover – exceeds anything
currently allowed & likely visually intrusive/dominant
in streetscene to detriment of protected areas etc.

Blade Diameter/Swept Area

LOW – level 1

Less than 2 metres not really feasible in terms of
power generation

MEDIUM – level 2/3 2 metre blade diameter allows a number of products,
adequate power and minimises nuisance/impacts as
far as possible. This equates to 3.14 square metres
swept area, which allows for varying products.
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Larger blade for stand alone

HIGH – level 3/4

3.5 metre blade sought by BWEA allows larger
turbines but also potentially increases impacts to
unacceptable levels

Colour

LOW – level 1

Definition in GPDO specifies colours

MEDIUM – level 2

Rely upon Guidance Note but risk any guidance is
simply ignored

HIGH – level 3

No colour control and users experiment or make
‘design statements’ !

Distance to nearest habitable
room in neighbouring property
(inc kitchen) –all contexts

LOW – level 1

15 metres is based upon the noise evidence and
proposed in the absence of an adoptable industry
standard and/or accreditation

[NOTE: need to achieve 45 dBA
at sensitive receptors ie nearest
habitable room of neighbouring
properties]

MEDIUM – level 2

10 metres risks some nuisance complaints with poor
performing products/installations but could provide
strong guidance

HIGH – level 2/3

5 metres – achievable with industry standard and/or
accreditation within definitions that would drop risk
to low
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Table 6.5 Micro Wind Parameters, Risk & Impacts (continued)
Aspect to consider

Degree of Risk/
Impacts

Parameter

Highway

LOW – level 1

Only allow turbines at least 10 metres from highway

MEDIUM – level 2

Set distance from highway to 5 metres to minimize
likelihood of topple, distraction but not eliminate
possibility

HIGH – level 3

No control on distance to highway leaves risk of
topple, distraction etc – leave to guidance

LOW – level 1

3-5 metres better clearance and reduces noise to
neighbours garden

MEDIUM – level 2

2 metres as with extension & complemented by
distance to habitable room

HIGH – level 3

No further control other than through guidance and
use of accredited installers

LOW – level 1

Single assuming install with sufficient capacity for
household. Only first on flats PD to ensure proper
planning, nuisance consideration etc

MEDIUM – level 2

Single assuming install with sufficient capacity for
household. Flats (not smaller house conversions)
could be allowed 4 without need for application to
limit extent of visual and other impacts (as with
antennae).

HIGH – level 3

No control on number potential to cause impacts on
streetscene, amenity etc

Distance to neighbours
boundary

Number of Turbines

NOTE: Impact level 1 – on host property only, Impact level 2 – neighbours, Impact level 3 – streestscene, Impact
level 4 – wider environment

6.3.6

RECOMMENDATION
Entec recommends a presumption in favour of micro wind with the adoption of
the ‘Medium Risk’ caveats which relate to the careful control of the size, height
and siting of turbines in this instance. The noise issue remains of concern and
the ‘Low Risk’ noise option of 15 metres and/or standards and accreditation
incorporated into the definition should be seriously considered. There is a need
through product control (eg turbines with noise rating of 60 dBA or less) or
spacing to achieve 45 dBA at sensitive receptors (i.e. the nearest habitable room
of neighbouring properties). Vibration will need to be adequately covered by
referring to the Industry Standards and should be incorporated into any
definition in the GPDO. Turbines could be allowed as PD in the rear gardens of
listed properties and likewise in protected areas, but extending it to roof
mounted on the buildings themselves is high risk in our view.

6.4 Biomass
6.4.1

POTENTIAL
The term biomass covers all plant and animal material, although in domestic
applications it most commonly refers to wood. The most frequent application is
direct heating. Fuel sources are now readily available including wood from
forests, urban tree pruning, farmed coppices, or farm and factory waste, and
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fuel can now be commercially sourced in the form of wood chips or pellets.
Traditional logs can also be used.10 Pellets are relatively limited in the UK market
with this supply chain being a focus for market expansion. There is therefore
significant potential for future growth and the carbon benefits mean it is well
worth pursuing.
Biomass and has the advantage that it can be grown, stored and transported and
although it does emit carbon dioxide when burnt, it is considered to be close to
carbon-neutral because the amount of carbon emitted when it is burnt is the
same as that which is absorbed during growth. It is effectively recycling the
carbon and preventing consumption of carbon stored in fossil fuels.
Typically in domestic applications biomass heating is installed in the form of a
single room heater or for multiple rooms as a boiler which feeds into a central
heating system. Biomass heating can produce from a few kilowatts through to 5
MW thermal.11
In order to promote the use of wood fuelled boilers and encourage the
reduction of carbon emissions (and several other renewable technologies) the
Government reduced the VAT in April 2005 down to 5%.12

6.4.2

TYPES & SIZES
Biomass stoves are perhaps one of the most traditional methods of domestic
heating to a living area, usually as a background source of heating. Stoves can
accept logs, wood chips or pellets and a variety of other biomass sources.
Usually stoves are used for heating a single room, but some models now come
with a ‘back boiler’ provision, which is essential a small water tank fitted at the
back. These can almost always be accommodated within a property and so do
not need further PD rights as such.
Biomass boilers can be fed automatically by screw drives or augurs from fuel
hoppers. Pellets and chips are appropriate for these systems, however pellets
are perhaps better suited to small domestic applications as the uniform size and
density provides a consistent heat output. This typically requires a daily addition
of bagged fuel to the hopper, and if there is sufficient space or in colder regions
with higher heat demand a larger silo may be installed to remove the need for
daily handling. A silo is also usually needed for biomass CHP because of the
quantities of fuel needed to operate these systems. Electric firing and automatic
de-ashing are also available and new biomass boilers will often provide fully
programmable space and water heating and can be installed with a separate hot
water tank to act as a thermal store.13
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GLA (2004). Integrating Energy into New Developments: Toolkit for Planners, Developers and
Consultants. Greater London Authority, September 2004

11

ODPM (2004). Planning for Renewable Energy, A Companion Guide to PPS22. Office of the Deputy
Prime Minister.

12

HM Revenue & Customs website (accessed: July 2006): http://customs.hmrc.gov.uk/
channelsPortalWebApp/channelsPortalWebApp.portal?_nfpb=true&_pageLabel=pageLibrary_Reference
Documents&propertyType=document&columns=1&id=HMCE_PROD1_024872

13

EST CE190 (2006), Meeting the 10 percent target for renewable energy in housing – a guide for
planners and developers (2006 edition), Energy Savings Trust, CE190.
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Typically these boilers are larger than existing standard boilers and are likely to
require more space. They can require more frequent cleaning then gas or oil
boilers and provision of secondary heat may be needed when maintenance is
undertaken. The system will also need occupants to manage the fuel supply and
removing any disposing of ash.

Figure 6.8 Hoval biomass boiler14 and silo fed biomass CHP unit15

6.4.3

CURRENT SITUATION – EVIDENCE & VIEWS
Workshops & Correspondence
There were two main points made in the workshops:

• Additional permitted space in curtilages to allow for installation of biomass
boilers in sheds/outbuildings – perhaps extra 10% over the existing
allowance (Bat Conservancy Trust and RTPI).

• The emissions from biomass boilers is an issue that requires attention
(BRE).

Local Authority Case Studies & Questionnaires
There were no applications for biomass projects revealed by our local authority
case studies, no doubt as most of the works are internal.
Three questionnaire responses were received from customers of the
microgeneration industry who had installed biomass boilers. Two of the
respondents did not apply because it was considered there was no need, the
third applied for planning permission because there was a need for a wood
store for the scheme. The three respondents informed their neighbours about
the schemes and none had any views/objections. One respondent mentioned
that his experience with the Local Planning Authority for the biomass (bio

14

Modern Building Services Webpage – Achieving Carbon Neutrality
http://www.modbs.co.uk/news/fullstory.php/aid/1338/Achieving_carbon_neutrality.html

15

SBSA (2006). Research into the Storage of Woody Biomass Fuel for Heating Equipment. Scottish
Building Standards Agency, Maurice Millar NIFES Consulting Group, January 2006.
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diesel) scheme was a lot more straightforward than for his micro wind turbines
he had installed. It seems all three had no problem with the biomass element of
their schemes with the LPA.
All three respondents suggested that LPA planners required better training in
microgeneration equipment in order to deal with applications more efficiently.

6.4.4

ISSUES
General
Much of the work is internal and hence little review of PD rights is required.
Listed building consent could be required for certain internal alterations
necessary for installation and there are no proposals to review that.
Main Impacts
However some schemes may also require construction of a small extension,
lean-to or an outhouse because they need a reasonable amount of storage
space for the fuel, and appropriate access for service vehicles. Space will
depend on the type of fuel (chips, pellets or logs), fuel demand, handling
system (manual or automatic feed) and the reliability of delivery. Pellet fuel
should be handled as little as possible and all wood should be stored in a dry
location. To prevent pellets from absorbing moisture, they should not be stored
directly on a concrete floor. A hopper is a common method of wood storage
which can be located just outside the building, or alternatively an underground
lined pit can mean less visual intrusion.
Most domestic applications will be relatively quiet although there may be some
noise arising from the boiler, handling equipment and movement from delivery
trucks in and out of the site. Landscaping can often be used to minimise this
impact and further guidance can be found in PAN 56 and Circular 10/1999,
Planning and Noise.
Combustion gases require an external flue that will usually terminate above
the ridge line of the building. As a rough guide, on a 45° roof pitch the flue
would have to go 2.3m above the point where it penetrates through the roof. At
least 600mm above the ridge is sufficient to accommodate building regulations.
This part of the system will therefore be visible and should be designed to be as
unobtrusive as possible. The selection, location and installation of the chimney
and flue pipe are important to the efficiency and operation of a biomass heater
and systems are specifically designed to accommodate wood fuel appliances, in
particular pellet stoves do not use standard size flues. There must be sufficient
air movement for proper operation of the stove or boiler.
Chimneys can be fitted with a lined flue and biomass systems available on the
market today are designed to burn smokeless and comply with the Clean Air Act
(1993).10 A new chimney should also be built inside the house to prevent
problems which might include smoking, odours and cold back drafting.
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Drawing on & Concluding the Evidence
The main issues appear to be allowing for extra storage space and
location/height of flues in all contexts. The suggestion for the former could be
to provide an additional allowance over and above existing PD rights.

6.4.5

PARAMETERS & OPTIONS
Table 6.6 Biomass Parameters, Risk & Impacts
Aspect to consider

Degree of Risk/
Impacts

Extra storage space – all contexts LOW – level 1
except listed buildings

Height of flue on rear or side
elevation – general context

Parameter
No change to existing PD rights

MEDIUM – level 2

Offer PD of 10 cubic metres for extension, lean-to or
an outhouse for microgeneration equipment and
storage of materials separate to normal allowances.
Subsequent change of use would require application.
Same caveats apply as existing (height, distance
boundary)

HIGH – level 3

Make PD providing for same for microgeneration
equipment and storage of materials i.e. no volume or
other limit. Same caveats apply as existing (height,
distance to boundary etc)

LOW – level 1

Below ridge line

MED – level 2/3

Above ridge line max 1 metre

HIGH – level 3

Over 1 metre above ridge line or no stipulation

Height of flue – listed building or HIGH – level 4
protected area

If flue above ridge line allowed likely visually
intrusive/dominant in streetscene/affect character to
detriment of protected areas etc. Could restrict to
rear of properties which may drop risk to medium.

NOTE: Impact level 1 – on host property only, Impact level 2 – neighbours, Impact level 3 – streestscene, Impact
level 4 – wider environment

6.4.6

RECOMMENDATION
Entec recommends a presumption in favour of biomass with the adoption of
the ‘Medium Risk’ caveats which relate to an extra 10 cubic metre allowance for
equipment or storage of fuel and the height of flues (1 metre above ridge line).
The risk is high if applied to listed buildings and no changes are proposed to
the listed building consent in respect of internal alterations.

6.5 Micro CHP
6.5.1

POTENTIAL
A Combined Heat and Power (CHP) device simultaneously generates both heat
and power and, when the device is an internal combustion engine, it is a mature
technology widely used in industry. Recovering the heat from a power generating
process leads to high overall efficiencies (up to 90% compared to perhaps only
about 30% for a small stand-alone power generating scheme) and, in a domestic
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situation, using micro-CHP means no electrical losses over transmission lines.
Typically a micro-CHP unit will be operated on the heating demand rather than
the electricity demand of a household, and can provide space and water heating
in residential or commercial buildings, similar to a conventional boiler.
Fuel-cell CHP offers one of the most interesting areas of development in the
technology as it is easy to scale the technology down to domestic applications
and offers ‘emissions free’ opportunities using hydrogen (if the hydrogen is
produced using renewable energy).
The potential annual reduction in emissions achieved by a 3 kWelec micro-CHP
unit is about 9 tons of CO2, 136 kg SOx and 50 kg NOx.16 Because there is no
combustion in fuel cells, they have negligible NOx and SOx emissions and if the
hydrogen feed is pure then they have no emissions, the only by product being
water.
In order to promote micro-CHP, ground source heat pumps and biomass
boilers, the Government reduced the VAT in April 2005 down to 5% in order to
promote the technology and encourage the reduction of carbon emissions.17

6.5.2

TYPES & SIZES
A smaller household with an annual heat demand on the domestic boiler of
around 18,000 kWh, could use a Stirling engine unit of around 6 to 8 kWthermal
and 0.8 to 1 kWelec to provide 100% of the heat demand. The electricity
generated from the unit would be around 2,400 kWh per annum which is close
to the annual demand of a modest household.
An internal combustion engine is better suited to larger homes or small multiresidential applications (such as sheltered housing), for example a unit with 12
kWthermal and 5 kWelec, which could feed excess electricity back to the grid.
Fuel cells are currently available from 1 kWelec to 5 kWelec and provide the
quietest solution for smaller households, currently however the units available
are larger then the micro combustion engines, and similar in size to a
refrigerator.
Biomass CHP units are available but are more difficult to scale from community
size units down to individual household size and on a domestic scale it is
generally more effective to use biomass for direct heating to maximise the
efficiency and minimise the cost. Micro-CHP is now a relatively straightforward
replacement for the domestic boiler and because of the small size can be
‘dropped-in’ to most homes. Because micro CHP is typical heat-led the sizing of
a unit is driven by a house’s annual heat demand. The implications of biomass
CHP are very similar to biomass heating.
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House of Commons Website, Select Committee on Environmental Audit, APPENDIX 6
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200304/cmselect/cmenvaud/233/233we10.htm

17

HM Revenue & Customs website (accessed: July 2006): http://customs.hmrc.gov.uk/
channelsPortalWebApp/channelsPortalWebApp.portal?_nfpb=true&_pageLabel=pageLibrary_Reference
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6.5.3

CURRENT SITUATION – EVIDENCE & VIEWS
Workshops & Correspondence
Two main points emerged from the workshops as follows:

• Listed Building should be excluded from permitted development due to the

internal works required for their installation (English Heritage and National Trust)

• Issue with the size of larger CHP boilers for flats and high density

developments which need to be housed in buildings that can be the size of
domestic car garages (RTPI).

Local Authority Case Studies & Questionnaires
No applications or questionnaires were uncovered in our research.
6.5.4

ISSUES
General
Typically a unit will require a gas supply and a flue. A retrofitted system can
supply hot water to the existing radiators and domestic hot water through a
conventional indirect storage cylinder, so there is little alteration or disruption
to most domestic households. In the case of flats a larger retrofit unit (size of a
garage) would be more difficult to accommodate without impact.
Main Impacts
Combustion gases will require an external flue which will usually terminate just
above the ridge line of the building (a vertical flue), but may also terminate
through an external wall (horizontal balanced flue) depending on the location
of the unit. The actual size of the chimney required will depend on, amongst
other factors, the scale of the CHP unit and the technology used. The flue
needed for the micro-CHP unit could either be new or a modification of an
existing chimney. As a rough guide, on a 45° roof pitch the flue would have to
go 2.3m above the point where it penetrates through the roof. At least 600mm
above the ridge is sufficient to accommodate building regulations.
All of the micro-CHP units are quiet, the fuel cells in particular as there is no
combustion occurring. Even the loudest, the internal combustion engine, is
only slightly louder then a refrigerator and it will therefore have no impact on
planning conditions considering noise levels.
It is possible that some technologies may be installed in external enclosures
either for space, noise or other practical reasons. These enclosures would then
have implications for planning, depending on size.
In terms of flats the retrofit of a CHP unit sufficient to meet all of its needs could
generate a number of impacts as follows:

• Noise and vibration if too close to ground or first floor flat
• Visual impact and outlook if adjacent to main building (as preferred)
• Displacement of parking, amenity area or landscaping
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Drawing on and Concluding the Evidence
The main issues again appear to be allowing for extra space for flats and
location/height of flues in all contexts. The suggestion for the former could be
to provide an additional allowance over and above existing PD rights. Retro
fitted CHP for flats raises some concerns. This could be addressed by setting
parameters, provision of guidance or requiring a planning application (as now).

6.5.5

PARAMETERS & OPTIONS
Table 6.7 Micro CHP Parameters, Risk & Impacts
Aspect to consider

Degree of Risk/
Impacts

Parameter

Height of flue on rear or side
elevation – general context

LOW – level 1

Below ridge line

MED – level 2/3

Above ridge line max 1 metre

HIGH – level 3

More than 1 metre above ridge line

Height of flue – listed
building or protected area

HIGH – level 4

If flue above ridge line allowed likely visually
intrusive/dominant in streetscene/affect
character to detriment of protected areas etc.
Could restrict to rear of properties which may
drop risk to medium.

Flats – unit to serve whole
block or complex

LOW – level 1

No additional permitted development rights
given issues of amenity, landscape, parking.

MED – level 2

Allow single unit with specified dimensions
[perhaps 3x3x4m] and restrict distance to 15m
to nearest habitable room on noise grounds

HIGH – level 3

Allow single unit with dimensions but rely on
guidance for siting etc

NOTE: Impact level 1 – on host property only, Impact level 2 – neighbours, Impact level 3 – streestscene, Impact
level 4 – wider environment

6.5.6

RECOMMENDATION
Entec recommends a presumption in favour of micro CHP with the adoption of
the ‘Medium Risk’ caveats which relate to an extra allowance for equipment for
flats and the height of flues. With careful setting of parameters a single CHP unit
for flats could be allowed. However it is recognised that distance to the nearest
flat should be 15m to avoid noise nuisance and guidance on treatment of
landscape and parking areas is required. The risk is high if applied to listed
buildings.

6.6 Hydro
6.6.1

POTENTIAL
Hydroelectric generation is a mature and proven technology. The flow of water
has been used across the world for thousands of years to provide mechanical
energy. During the mid to late 19th century the first water turbines were
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developed to produce electricity. In recent years there has been particular
interest in developing micro hydro turbines due to concerns over climate
change and energy security.
Micro hydro devices range from a few hundred watts for domestic schemes up to
around 300kW for commercial systems. The devices that have been reviewed as
part of this report are for domestic properties and are below 100kW in capacity.

6.6.2

TYPES & SIZES
The main components of a hydropower system are:

• A river with a suitable drop in level;
• A water intake above a weir or behind a dam;
• A pipe, channel or barrage to convey water to the turbine;
• A turbine, generator and electrical connection, and;
• A tailrace to return the exhaust water to the main flow;
Waterwheels are the simplest but least efficient method of hydro generation.
These devices operate by passing water over a wheel with attached buckets or
paddles.
Propeller-type turbines operate similar in nature to that of a ship’s propeller.
Various types of propeller device exist some with improved efficiency over
others. The devices generally try to swirl the water before it enters the turbine
as a well designed device is able to absorb this extra energy.

6.6.3

CURRENT SITUATION – EVIDENCE & VIEWS
The reality is that these schemes are rare in a domestic context and very few
would fall within the curtilage of a dwelling house. The classic example of a
converted water mill is still the most likely to emerge within a domestic setting.
Even where farmhouses have them they tend to fall well beyond the garden
area (or curtilage) and in fields or other land where the watercourse runs.
This view was shared by participants in the workshops including the British
Hydro Association. They mentioned that very few cases exist of these
technologies and are normally refurbished mills. The Environment Agency need
to be consulted on individual schemes regarding water extraction licences etc.
as the water is not owned by landowner. The RTPI added that turbine houses
are normally small shed like structures that are already considered permitted
development. The National Parks Association mentioned their membership do
receive occasional applications for micro hydro schemes.
There were no applications or questionnaire responses for hydro schemes
uncovered in our research.
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6.6.4

ISSUES
Entec considered the following issues:

• Visual Impact,
• Pipelines (occasionally above ground)
• Civil Structures,
• Changes to Water Course Use,
• Turbine Noise,
• Flora and Fauna, and
• Water Abstraction requirements.
When using a small system it is important to keep the civil works to a minimum
as this will form a large part of the total system costs. Micro hydro projects may
become unfeasible if a great deal of civil construction is required.
The turbine is generally housed in a turbine house. This will contain the
turbine, control equipment and electrical equipment associated with the
turbine. The size and dimensions of the powerhouse will vary with the size and
type of devices that are stored within it. It may be that the house can benefit
from existing permitted development rights. The pipelines will on occasion pass
above ground in order to maintain sufficient gradient and for cost reasons. It
would be prudent to set a maximum height (and perhaps diameter) for them.
Drawing on and Concluding the Evidence
Hydro schemes are so rare on a domestic scale and potentially complex,
including engineering and construction works as well as water
course/abstraction matters, that it is not felt any changes to PD rights are
required or indeed appropriate, other than for above ground pipelines. It was
said by the British Hydro Association that planning is the least of the problems.
6.6.5

PARAMETERS & OPTIONS
None are proposed other than for above ground pipelines when no more than
0.5 metres is proposed in order to minimize visual and amenity impacts.
Guidance would also greatly assist in this context and with regard to ecological
impact. A further volume allowance for a turbine house could be considered
providing a minimum distance of at least 15 metres to any habitable room was
incorporated, but is not, on balance, worthwhile.

6.6.6

RECOMMENDATION
As many turbine houses would effectively already be covered by PD, no changes
are proposed for micro hydro by Entec, other than to allow above ground
pipelines up to 0.5 metres in height.
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